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was, and he had campaign promises to fulRll. He
have learned from Eisenhower’s experience. He would choose
y defined views, an experienced judge who had been
on the issues. The President would look for a reliable,
who was committed to Nixon’s own philosophy.
the clerks.
all write down on a piece of paper who we think the
?" Warren suggested with a grin.
el~rk tore a sheet of paper into five strips and they sealed their
envelope to be opened after Nixon had named his man.
ightly over the polished wooden table to conceal the

later, on the morning of February 4, 1969, Warren
sixty-one, was in his spacious chambers on the fifth floor of
Appeals on Pennsylvania Avenue, almost midway beWhite House and the Supreme Court. President Nixon,
.n office
only two officials
weeks, had
invited
him
to swear
in
several high-ranking
government
at the
White
House.
When
he arrived at the mansion, Burger was instantly admitted at the gate.
Nixon and Burger first met at the Republican National Convention
in a948. Nixon was a freshman. Congressman and Burger was floor
manager for his home-state candidate, Minnesota Governor Harold
Stassen. At the next convention, four years later, Burger played an
important role in Eisenhower’s nomination. He was named assistant
attorney general in charge of the Claims Division in the Justice Department, and in 1956 he was appointed to the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia.* On that famously liberal court,
Burger became the vocal dissenter whose law-and-order opinions
made the headlines. He was no bleeding heart or social activist, but a
professional judge, a man of solid achievement.
Now at the White House, the ceremonial swearings-in lasted only a
few minutes, but afterward the President invited Burger to the Oval
* There are three levels of courts in the federal judiciary:
--District Courts with about 600 judges; these judges, at the first step in the federal
~ystem, hear and try cases.
---Circuit Courts of Appeal; there are eleven of these intermediate circuits numbered
First (New England states) through Tenth (Western states) plus the Circuit for the
District of Columbia. There are from four to ~fourteen appeals court judges in each
;ircuit. These judges hear appeals from the district courts and interpret the Constituion; Supreme Court rulings and federal laws.
--The Supreme Court, with nine members, reviews decisions made by both federal
ourts and state courts and handles other matters, such as disputes between states.
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Office. Nixon emphasized the fact that as head of the Executive
Branch he was deeply concerned about the judiciary. There was a lot
to be done.
Burger could not agree more, he told the President.
Nixon told him that in one of his campaign addresses he had used
two points from a speech Burger had given in 1967 at Ripon College
in Wisconsin. U.S. News & World Report had reprinted it under the
title "~,Vhat to Do About Crime in U.S." The men agreed that U.S.
News was the country’s best weekly news magazine, a Republican
voice in an overwhelmingly .liberal press. Burger had brought a copy
of the article with him. o
In his speech Burger had charged that criminal trials were too often
long delayed and subsequently encumbered with too many appeals,
retrials, and other procedural protections for the accused that had
been devised by the courts.
Burger had argued that five-to-ten-year delays in criminal trials undermined the public’s confidence in the judicial system. Decent people felt anger, frustration and bitterness, while the criminal was
encouraged to think that his free lawyer would somewhere find a
technical loophole that would let him off. He had pointed to progressive countries like Holland, Denmark and Sweden, which had simpler and faster criminal justice systems. Their prisons were better and
were directed more toward rehabilitation. The murder rate in Swede~a
was 4 percent of that in the United States. He had stressed that the
United States system was presently tilted toward the criminal and
needed to be corrected.
Rich~ard Nixon was impressed. This was a voice of reason, of en,
lightened conservatism--firm, direct and fair. Judge Burger knew
what he was talking about. The President questioned him in some
detail, He found the answers solid, reflecting his own views,
supported with evidence. Burger had ideas about improving
ciency ofjudgesi By reducing the time wasted on routine
tive tasks and mediating minor pretrial wrangles among
judge could focus on his real job of hearing cases. Burger
obviously not a judge who focused only on individual
concerned about the system, the prosecutors,
of crime, the prisons, the effect of home, schooi~ church
nity in teaching young people discipline and respect.
The President was eager to appoint solid conservatives
judgeships throughout the country. As chairman of a
American Bar Association committee, Burger had travc
cotintry and must know many people who could qualify. The
dent wanted to appoint men of Burger’s caliber to the
including the Supreme Court. Though the meeting was lastin
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ha~ planned, the President buzzed for his White House counEhrlichman.
chman came down from his second-floor office in the West
introduced them. "Judge Burger has brought with him
that is excellent." Make sure that copies are circulated to
the White House staff, Nixon said. He added that Burger
, solid ideas on the judicial system as well as for their
Judge Burger was aman who had done his home.~ make an appointment with him to talk," the President
into effect what he says." The chat had turned into a
meeting.
Hichman left, concluding that if ever a man was campaigning for
the judiciary, it was Warren Burger. He was perfect,
astute, and he was pushing all the right buttons for
ident: Burger and Ehrlichman never had their follow-up
but from press accounts and bar association talk, Burger
ew that Nixon had designated Attorney General John Mitchell, his
campaign manager and law partner, to help find him new
including a new Chief Justice.
; Burger understood, was the "heavy hitter," the one closestto the President. Privately, Burger had expressed doubts to friends
whether a New York bond lawyer had the experience to be the nation’stop law,enforcement officer.
On February 18, Mitchell asked for Burger’s help. Shortly there’
after~ Burger called at his office in the Justice Department. Knowing
that Burger had numerous contacts in legal and judicial circles, Mitchell sought recommendations for nominees to the federal bench.
Burger offered some names, and Mitchell wrote down tl~e sugges7
tions, Richard Kleindienst, Mitchell’s depu~, sat in on the end of the
hour-long meeting. After Burger left, Mitchell remarked, "In my opinion there goes the next Chief Justice of the United States."
A month passed. On April 4, Burger wrote a letter to Mitchell on his
personal stationery. "In one of our early conversations you asked me
to give you my observations on District Judges and others over the
country who might warrant consideration for appointment or promotion," Burger said. He offered three immediate suggestions, adding
that "each of these men is especially well qualified." One of the three
names he sent was a federal district judge in Florida, G.Harrold
Carswell. Burger also promised to send along other recomhaendations
"from time to time." Mitchell responded with a thank-you note the
same day. Later that month, Burger received an invitation to a White
House dinner that the President would give on April 23 to honor
Chief Justice Warren.
Burger arrived with his wife at the White House early to have time
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to look over the guest list. All the important Republicans were there,
including Vice President Spire Agnew, as well as all the Associate
Justices of the Supreme Court. Burger was the only lower court judge
invited. "If you get a feeling they’re looking us over," he told his wife,
act natura ¯
’Supreme Court Justice John Harlan, a conservative Eisenhower appointee, greeted Burger. "I’m glad you’re here," he said warmly.
The President’s toast to Warren was glowing, and Warren in turn
rose to praise Nixon. He was concluding his forty years of public
service, he said, with "no malice in my heart."
.
The next day, Burger’s loiag-time archenemy on the appeals court,
liberal Chief Judge David L. Bazelon, approached him~ Cordially, he
pointed out that Burger was the only district or circuit judge at the
dinner. "Looks like you’re it," Bazelon said.
"No," Burger said, brushing off his old adversary. To Burger, the
fitly-nine-year-old Bazelon was a meddlerDthe self-appointed protector of every racial minority, poor person and criminal defendant.
But Washington reporters had also picked up the possible significance of Burger’s White House invitation and began asking him about
it. Burger was humble. He neither knew nor expected anything.
Asked about other candidates for Chief Justice whose names were
making the rounds, such as Secretary of State William Rogers, Burger
downgraded each one. "No, no," he would tell reporters confidentially, "he wouldn’t be good." The media made Burger a dark-horse
candidate, but there was still a frontrunnerDAssociate Justice Potter
Stewart.
A week later, the morning of Wednesday, April 30, Stewart arrived
at the Supreme Court late. He hated starting early. Stewart had im~
pressive academic and establishment credentials. Born into a distim
guished and wealthy family of Ohio Republicans, he had studied at
Hotqhkiss and Yale University, where he was Phi Beta Kappa and the
editor of the Yale Daily News, before enrolling at Yale
where he was a top student. At age thirty-nine he
Eisenhower to the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals. "I can
he is not too old," a leading Senate supporter had said.~
quickly came to love the work. He remarked that it i
fun of practicing law without the bother of clients." Four
in late 1958, Eisenhower elevated Stewart to the
of the youngest Justices in history. For a dec~de, he had
from most of the major Warren Court opinions. Now, at fifl3z-four;
was at his prime, perhaps ready for the final step.
That morning Stewart went straight to his chambers,
marble floor, by habit avoiding eye contact with those
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A shy man, Stewart was of averag~ height .and build, with
combed straight back from a receding hairline. In the
atmosphere of the Court, Stewart had found a comfortable
The job was nearly perfect, providing both the prominence of
government post and intellectual satisfaction, without overhis chambers, he ¯called John Ehrlichman at the
said he wanted a brief appointment with the
called back shortly. Would three o’clock be okay? He
that he had told the President only that it was
the Court. "Was that enough to tell him?’"
was~enough, Stewart said. Now he was committed to meet
but he still had several hours to think. Stewart
that he had supporters from Ohio, the Middle West and in
who were urging that he be made Chief Justice. But
Admittedly, he was ambitious, and there had
~a certain natural progression to his career, always up, always the
job, the new era would become "the Stewart Court."
z, the Chief was only first among equals, but the post of
definite prestige.
other hand, the Chief’s vote counted no more than that of
other eight Justices. The Chief also had the additional
administering the Court and managing the building. In
lawyering, it was better to be an Associate Justice. All
nonsense. Did he want to be involved in all the tedious
? To oversee committees and groups like the Judicial
Conference, which was a "board of directors" of the federal judiciary
and the judges" lobby? No, he concluded, he did not want to be bothered. If he got the job of Chief, he would rarely see his family and
have even less time to relax. His summers at his Bowen Brook Farm
in New Hampshire would be disrupted. On a superficial level, there
Were big plusses. On a deeper level, there were not so many.Less
law. More bureaucracy.
There were other considerations. Stewart had seen what President
Johnson’s feeble attempt to get his friex~d Abe Fortas moved from
Associate to Chief had done to the Court. There had been other troubled times when Associates had been promoted. Stewart thought two
of the
most
times
at
the
Court
had
been
inpeers.
191o
when
Justic
Harlan
l~iske had
Stone
was
elevated
above
his
¯
, when
Justice
Edward
eunharmonious
D. White
been
made
Chief,
and
again
in 1941,
The process of getting confirmed might be both contentious and
SOme fun, Stewart thought. A likely target for critics might be his 1964
Opinion ruling that a French film, The Lovers, was not hard-core pornography (Jacobellis v. Ohio). He could not define obscenity, he had
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written, but "I know it when I see it." It might not be the height of
legal sophistication, but the remark expressed Stewart’s Middle Western pragmatism.
The biggest adjustment would be a loss of privacy. Associate Justices could live private and relatively anonymous lives. Stewart could
walk about Washington unnoticed, eat lunch without interruption.
There were few autograph seekers. That would change. The job of
Chief was considered by some to be the most powerful position after
the presidency. There would be another F.B.I. check, a Senate investigation, and hearings before the Senate Judiciary Committee. The
press would become more interested in him. He would be in the
limelight. And when he gotdown to it, that was perhaps the biggest
problem. When he had been nominated for the Court in 1958, then
Deputy Attorney General William Rogers had asked Stewart if there
was anything in his past that might embarrass him or the administration. Stewart had thought of some things--an editorial he had written
for the Yale Daily News endorsing Democrat Franklin D. Roosevelt
for President in 1936; or perhaps that particularly drunken evening in
his sophomore year. But nothing serious. Now it was a little different,
Stewart had a private matter that might be embarrassing--not a scandal or anything improper~ just difficult for his family. His wife had a
drinking problem. Would that come out if he were nominated? Was it
fair to his family? Would he have to wonder whether his private business might appear inthe newspapers, if only in a gossip column?
Stewart left his chambers in plenty of time to be at the White House
before 3 P.M. His stomach knotted as he drove through the Washing,
ton traffic. He was being awfully presumptuous, The President had’
not offered him the job. But if he took himself out of the running, he
wouldn’t have to deal with temptation if it came. If the position were
actually offered, it would be harder to say no. Stewart drove through
the White House gates and was escorted into the Oval Office.
Nixon greeted him warmly.
Stewart said that it had been a great thing for the President to have
had the dinner for Warren.
The President talked about whom he might pick as his Chief Justice. "Potter," Nixon said, "there has been an awful lot’ of support for
you,

Stewart said he knew that there had been speculation, the inevitable lists. But he had come, he said, to tell the President that he didn’t
ant it, that he dldn t want to be considered, that he wanted to be out
of the running.
"Why?" Nixonasked in surprise.
Stewart recited his speech; In his opinion there were inherent~ per,
haps insurmountable, problems in promoting one of the sitting Jus--
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rices. Historically it had not worked. The Chief Justice had a special
~ole to play as leader of the Court and it might disturb relationships
that had been worked out over the years to appoint one of the eight
Associates to be Chief. Promoting a sitting Justice would not be the
best way, Stewart said.
Nixon paused. "Let me remember who is on the Court," he said.
First he mentioned the hapless Fortas. Nixon looked at Stewart.
Slowly he listed the others.
Fortas, Stewart thought? Was the President thinking of appointing
Fortas? No, absolutely not; out of the question. But Stewart realized
it was possible that Nixon was thinking of another sitting member.
The only other Republican was John Harlan, but he was almost seventy and nearly blind. Perhaps Nixon was thinking of a Democrat?
Stewart mentioned that Roosevelt had elevated Harlan Stone, a Republican, to Chief Justice on the eve of World War II as a nonpartisan
act of national unity. Maybe that wouldn’t be a bad idea, appointing a
Democrat.
Nixon went down the list of Democrats. There was William Brennan, who had been appointed by Eisenhower, and there was Byron
White... could Nixon be thinking of White? Unlikely. White had
been a Kennedy appointee, and Stewart knew what Nixon thought of
the Kennedys.
Then Nixon mentioned Fortas again. Why? Stewart wondered. Why
was Nixon bringing up Fortas? Did he want some reaction? Stewart
had little to say about Fortas. It was obvious that it had been a mistake
for Johnson to attempt the eleventh-hour elevation of his close friend
and adviser. It had hurt the Court, had made for strange, uneasy relations among the members. Stewart said it would be better not to put
the Court through that again, nominating someone from the ranks. But
Stewart was a little uneasy. He mentioned his own position again and,
in a general way, the needs and desires of his wife and children, their
high regard for privacy. "It would be unfair to my family," he said.
His wife’s problem was not mentioned.
Nixon said he understood. H~ asked more questions about the
Court and its members. He was keenly~ interested, concerned about
the federal courts. There was much to do, and as President he wanted
to help.
Finally the two men stood and shook hands, and Stewart left. The
meeting had taken longer than he had expected, but he felt a sense of
relief. As he drove back, Stewart regretted that he had given phony
reasons for taking himself out, but it had been necessary to protect his
family. It was odd the way the President kept bringing Fortas up.
What was that about? Stewart wasn’t sure he had done the right thing,
but he felt better than he had felt in a long while.
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~N, ixon was giving a good deal of thought to the Court. He wanted to
make good on his campaign pledge to turn it around. Replacing Warren was not enough to break the back of the working Warren majority
--which had included Warren himself; Fortas; Thurgood Marshall,
the first black member of the Court, who had been appointed by
Lyndon Johnson; William J. Brennan, another Eisenhower appointee
who had turned out differently than Ike had expected; and William O.
Douglas, seventy, a radical libertarian famous for his controversial
writings and life, both on and off the bench. Nixon snickered about
Douglas’s fourth wife, Cathy, who was twenty-five and a law student.
"Some law firm will love to-get her," he told Ehrlichman.
The five-man liberal majority had support on race and civil rights
issues from Byron White and Hugo Black. A new conservative Chief
Justice, with Stewart and Harlan, the only Republicans on the Court
besides Warren, would still give the Court only three "strict construetionists"--those who opposed a sweeping, liberal interpretation of
the Constitution. White and Black might join the conservatives in
certain criminal cases, but one could never be sure. The President
needed at least another seat to turn things around, and Douglas
seemed most vulnerable to a quiet administration investigation. On
taking office, Nixon lost no time putting various federal agencies to
work on it. The Internal Revenue Service began an audit of Douglas’s
tax returns only five days after the President’s inauguration. At the
same time, the F.B.I. was compiling information on Douglas’s connections with Las Vegas casino owner Albert Parvin. Douglas was a director of the Albert Parvin Foundation. But the Douglas investigations
were slow in bearing fruit.
Now, unexpectedly, another track opened up. John Mitchell’s Justice Department was providing assistance to Life magazine in its atz
tempt to establish that in 1966 Abe Fortas had accepted a $30,000 fee
from a foundation funded by millionaire industrialist Louis Wolfson.*
At that time Wolfson had been under investigation by the Securities
and Exchange Commission, and had apparently bragged that his
friend Fortas was going to use his influence to help. Wolfson was
indicted and later convicted, and Fortas secretly returned the $2o,ooo.
* In a June ~, 1969, memo to Attorney General Mitchell, F.B.I. Director J. Edga~
Hoover stated that .a reliable source had informed the F.B.I. that, "’in connection with
the investigation involving former Supreme Court Associate Justice Abe Fortas, the
Department furnished considerable information to William Lambert, writer for Life"
magazine, which not only enabled Lambert to expose the Fortas tie-in with the Wolfson
Foundation but additionally kept Lambert advised" regarding its own investigation
int6 the matter. It is perhaps significant that Hoover did not name any individual, but
simply "the Department of Justice.’" It suggests that his reliable sources indicated that
the leaks were official, perhaps authorized by Mitchell.
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When Nixon was informed of the investigation, he realized that
Fortas’s actions were perhaps criminal and perhaps not. But there was
an opportunity not only to get Fortas offthe Court but to discredit his
strident liberalism. The Fortas investigation became one of Mitchell’s
first action projects, and Nixon demanded almost minute-by-minute
reports, personally calling the shots from the Oval Office.
On May 1, Mitchell received a memo from Assistant Attorney General William H. Rehnquist. If Fortas had helped Wolfson, it said, they
could prosecute him. The next day, May ~, Ehrlichman received a
single copy of the advance proofs of the Life article. Spread over six
pages, it was headlined, "’Fortas of the Supreme Court: A Question of
Ethics.’" Mitchell had an aide call every major news organization in
town to alert them. When the article was released on Sunday a~ternoon, May 4, Washington exploded. Republicans called for impeachment. Democrats and liberals were stunned.
But Nixon didn’t want an impeachment. It would take too long and
might in the end hurt the Court. All Nixon wanted was Fortas’s seat,
and he wanted it intact, not devalued. Resignation was the obvious
short cut. With the departure of Fortas and Warren, Nixon could name
two justices. That would end the control of the liberals. In his first
year, he would have altered the character of the Court.
On Tuesday, May 6, Wolfson,~,surrendered to government investigators a document that showed that the $~o,ooo was not a one-time
payment. The Wolfson Foundation had agreed to pay Fortas $2o,ooo
a year for the rest of his life, or to his widow for as lon~ as she lived.
When Mitchell arrived at Dulles Airport at 1:3o A.M. after a trip to
New York, his aides showed him the documents. Mitchell was incredulous. He thought they might be phony. He was assured they were
not. The news was forwarded to the President. Nixon and Mitchell
agreed that the Attorney General should go to Earl Warren. With the
Congress and editorial writers howling for Fortas’s head, pressure
from inside the Court might force the issue.
Entering the Court through the basement garage, Mitchell called
on Warren in his chambers at eleven-thirty Wednesday morning. The
meeting was to be confidential. Layingout the documents in his possession and referring to others, Mitchell outlined the developing case
against Fortas. There was not only the contract specifying the annual
payments, but he was about to obtain some Wolfson-Fortas correspondence in which the S.E.C. case was discussed. In one letter Wolfson
asked Fortas’s help in obtaining a presidential pardon.
Warren thanked Mitchell and said that he appreciated the information. Mitchell mentioned how embarrassing this was for everyone.
A.pproaching the subject delicately, he said that if Fortas were to reS~gn voluntarily, the criminal investigation would "die of its own
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weight." An investigation would harm both Fortas and the Court more
than a resignation would. Warren got the message.
From the beginning, Warren had been appalled at the disclosures
about Fortas a.nd had felt that Fortas must quit. The argument was
now more compelling. After securing the support of several of the
ot, her Justices, Warren launched a w~ek-long campaign to get Fortas
to resign. Only Douglas resisted overtly. He had been Fortas’s professor and mentor at Yale Law School and later in Washington. Douglas
himself had discussed retiring, but, loath to give Nixon a seat to fill,
he decided not to retire while the Court was still under attack.
Nonetheless Douglas was surprised by Fortas’s transgression.
"God, how did Abe do such.a stupid thing?" Douglas asked.
In Warren’s view, Fortas had two problems that had led him to such
indiscretion: As a private lawyer in Washington and a known intimate
of the President, Fortas had made a fortune. He had had to take almost
a 90 percent cut in salary when he came to the Court, .and he had not
wanted to alter his life style.
Second, Warren concluded, as a bright man who had come to Wash,
ington during the New Deal," Fortas had made rules for others to
follow, but had never thought they applied to him.
There were meetings and some heated sessions, and one week
later, on Wednesday, May 14, Fortas sat down in his office and drafted
his letter of resignation. He understood that all the evidence would
be locked away. Jubilant, Nixon called Fortas to express his sympathy,
It was over for Fortas, but now two other Court liberals--Douglas
and Brennan--came under attack for off-the-bench financial activities.
Douglas was criticized for his $12,ooo-a-year directorship on the Albert Parvin Foundation. After thirty years on the Court, Douglas .Was
accustomed to political attack. But the Fortas affair cast things in a
different light. He decided to resign from the Foundation post on
May 21.
Some conservatives went after the sixty-three,year-old Brennan.
News stories had raised questions about a $x5,ooo real,estate investment he had with Fortas and some lower court judges, including Bazelon.._Brennan was hurt by the criticism. He had grown up on the
poor side of Newark and learned the r0ugh-and-tumble of politics
from his father, an Irish immigrant who was by turna union leader, a
Democratic politician, and a police commissioner. After a brief tenure
with a private law firm, Brennan served as a state trial, and then an
appellate court, judge. In 1956, Eisenhower elevated him from the
New Jersey State Supreme Court to the U.S. Supreme Court; Brennan’s life was a model of upward mobility through conscientious pub,
lie service. He was furious at the press for implying that his review of
decisions by other judges would be influenced by the fact that they
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shared common investments. He suspected that the attack was led by
those who resented his central role in the Warren Court, his unflagging support for unions and civil rights groups, and his votes restricting police powers.
In May, Brennan decided to lower his prot~le. "Well, guys," he said,
walking into his clerks" office, "I’m eliminating all this." He formally
canceled all future speaking plans, gave up his interest in the realestate venture, sold his stock, quit his part-time summer teaching post
at New York University, and even resigned from a board at Harvard
University. He gave up every activity except the Court, his family and
the Church.
¯
"
"
,’Did
Oneyou
clerk
whothe
feltPope?’
Bre,n, nan was overreacting asked him jokingly:
write
Brennan, the Court’s only Catholic, was not amused.
~
The weekend after the Fortas resignation, Nixon was at Camp
David, the presidential retreat in Maryland. With the liberals dazed
by the Fortas revelations, it was time to choose his Chief Justice,
perhaps the most important decision he would make as President.
Mitchell had prepared a list of appeals court judges. Nixon wanted
someone with judicial experience, someone whose views were fully
predictable, not a crony or political friend, someone with integrity
and administrative ability. Someone young enough to serve at least
ten years.
Warren E. Burger.
On May 19, the President instructed Mitchell to begin the necessary F.B.I. investigation and report back at once. Burger checked out.
On Wednesday, May 21, Nixon told Mitchell to offer Burger the appointment formally.
Only in Mitchell’s office did Warren Burger learn that he was to be
named Chief Justice of the United States. He accepted at once. A
regular appointment to the Court would have been enough. Chief was
incredible. Already he felt a kinship with these people, with Mitchell
and Nixon. They were the men who had taken over the national government, and they had selected him over all others.
Nixon was obsessed with keeping the nomination secret until he
could announce it on national television that night. Burger would be
Smuggled into the White House. They would stride before ’the cameras together. There would be n9 leak. The President was stage manager. He sent an aide out to bring Burger and his family in, and he
organized the transportation, the timing, the sequence. Watching,
Ehrlichman thought Nixon seemed as interested in the secrecy as he
Was in the appointment. Apparently Nixon felt that if he could make
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the announcement before a leak occurred, he would have outwitted
the press.
Burger went home to prepare his family, making sure that everyone
looked proper, for the ceremony. They were picked up about 6 P.M.,
driven to the Treasury Department and guided down to the basement
and through a long steam tunnel. Tl~ey made their way to the White
House and came. up in an elevator at 6:57, three minutes before air
time.
The President was waiting. He walked over to Burger.
"Well, will you take the job?" Nixon asked.
Burger paused. "’You know, I know that question is somewhat facetious," he said. "’But as I thought about it this afternoon, I had some
concern." Of course he would accept, but he recognized that he was
undertaking a tremendous responsibility.
As they stood chatting, Burger said: "Sometime when we have more
time to talk, I want to thank you for this.’"
Nixon said he wanted the Burgers to come up for coffee after the
ceremony to meet the Cabinet members and their wives. He added
nervously, "’I wanted to apologize for the fact that we couldn’t have
you to dinner because it would be too many."
"Don’t worry about that, Mr. President," Burger said. "After what
happened to me this afternoon, I am just going home to bed.’"
At 7 P.M. Nixon and Burger walked before the cameras. The next
morning, the appointment was the lead story in every newspaper.
New York Times columnist James Reston wrote that Burger was "’experienced, industrious, middle-class, middle-aged, middle-of-theroad, Middle-Western, Presbyterian, orderly, and handsome." He
took note of the liberals’ and intellectuals’ distress and added that
"the old-boy network is grieving that the President did not eleva~te
Associate Justice Stewart to the top job." The New York Times also
quoted an unnamed judge who had worked with Burger on the Court
of Appeals: "[Burger] is a very emotional guy, who somehow tends to
make you take the opposition~position on issues. To suggest that he
can bring the Court together--as hopefully aChief Justice should--is
simply a dream."
Many who knew Burger’s old foe, Bazelon, suspected that the comment was his. But Bazelon denied having talked to the press. "’I was
speechless and sick ’for a week," he s~iid.
Burger stayed home to avoid the reporters who had gathered at the
bottom of the driveway of his Arlington, Virginia, home. He requested
that the reporters and cameramen be kept off the fifth floor at the
Court of Appeals, where his office was, even though he was staying
away. Later, he learned that the lobby had been filled with the press
despite his request. "’The only way they could have gotten in is Ba-
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zelon," Burger told his staff. "IfI can prove it’s true, I’ll punch him in
the nose.’"
Burger expected that his confirmation hearing before the Senat~e
Judiciary Committee, which had to approve the nomination before it
would be passed to the full Senate, might be a bloody battle. He
envisioned a whole confederation of liberal interest groups planning
t0tear into him. "They’re out to get me," he told his clerks as he
brooded over the prospect. The opposition included Bazelon, the
other liberals on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, and some liberal Justices like Brennan. It also included the young
coat carriers, who seemed to rotate from a clerkship with Bazelon to a
clerkship at the Court, perhaps for Brennan, before taking a job on the
Hill, where they were always whispering into the ears of liberals like
Senator Edward M. Kennedy at hearings.
Burger was sure that Kennedy would lead the opposition on the
Senate Judiciary Committee. As a Republican nominee before a heavily Democratic Senate, he would be hard pressed. Nixon’s pronouncements about changing the Court were an open challenge to the
liberals.
Burger went to discuss the confirmation process with the chairman
of the committee, Senator James O. Eastland of Mississippi. The aging
conservative was a sure supporter. Eastland recommended that
Burger use Eastland’s own personal attorney, Roger Robb, already a
close friend of Burger’s, to assist him in the hearings. Burger took the
advice. With Robb, he set up an office in the Watergate office complex,
where they assembled records and previous opinions and tried to
anticipate what curves the liberals might throw at Burger. They also
gathered support from the organized bar associations, from law school
deans, and from influential private attorneys.
B Burger went to the Supreme Court one day and stopped by
rennan, the consensus builder in the Warren Cotirt. Burger knew it
was Brennan, with his instinct and passion for political maneuvering,
who was the key strategist among the liberal bloc on the Warren
Court. As Burger entered Brennan’s chambers along the south corridor, he walked through the office used by Brennan’s law clerks.
There, hanging on a wall, was a grotesque rubber mask of Nixon, a
SOuvenir of the counterinaugural demonstration that had been staged
by antiwar activists and others opposed to the President. He recognized one of Brennan’s clerks a~ a Bazelon clerk of the previous year.
.The clerk was scheduled to begin work for Kennedy on the Senate
Judiciary ~ommittee at the end of the term.
Learning
thatofBrennan
was
not was
in the
office, Power
Burger poster
turned with
to leave.
On
the inside
the door
there
a Black
the
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clenched, raised fist. Burger sensed what he was up against. Bren-~
nan’s law clerks did not share his values. They were part of a different
elon to Brennan to Kennedy.

On Tuesday, June 3, two weeks aft.~er his nomination, the Senate
Judiciary Committee opened hearings. Burger was ready as the session opene, d at 10:35 A.M. Behind him in the audience sat six past
presidents of the American Bar Association, eleven past presidents of
the Federal Bar Association, and twelve past presidents of the District
of Columbia Bar Association. All were prepared to speak in support of
his nomination.
Burger was offered a few~ easy questions by Eastland and other
members of the committee. Finally, from his hunched position, Eastland turned to the man Burger was certain would present him with a
problem. "Senator Kennedy," Eastland mumbled.
"’No questions, Mr. Chairman," Kennedy replied in his confident
Boston accent.
~
Each Senator took his turn, and there was not a word 0f criticism.
The members seemed almost to compete with each other to praise
Burger and take shots at the Warren Court. The hearing was adjourned
in less than two hours. Burger was ecstatic. The committee unanimously recommended his confirmation to the Senate~ Six days later
the Senate voted 74 to 3 to confirm him. The process from nomination
to confirmation had taken only eighteen days ..... ~
A week later, only one week before he w~uld be sworn in as Chief
Justice, Burger was in his office at the Court of Appeals when he got
some very distressing news. The Supreme Court had announced that
it had overruled his Court of Appeals decision in a case involving the
flamboyant New York black Congressman Adam Clayton Powell. The
vote was an overwhelming 7 to 1, with Stewart the lone dissenter.
Warren himself had written the majority opinion (Powell v. McCormack). The press would have a field day.
The House of Representatives had voted to deny Powell his s~at
because he had flouted a slander judgment and allegedly had misused
funds. Burger’s opinion, one of three separate ones, held for the
House against Powell. Powell had appealed ~to the Supreme Gourt,
and now Warren had declared for a heavy majority that Congress
could not deny the Congressman his seat. The reversal was a typical
example of the Warren Court’s activism--mere meddling in Burger’s
view. He had already been overruled twice that year, but this was the
first time since his nomination. There should have been some way for
Warren to avoid a direct slap at him, perhaps with an unsigned opinion. Being reversed by the Supreme Court, however, would soon be
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a thing of the past. He could take comfort in that. In one more week,
the Warren era would be over.
Burger vowed to himself that he would grasp the re’ins of power
immediately. David Bazelon would be his model. For the past six
years he had watched enviously as Bazelon used his position as Chief
jUdge to serve his own philosophy. As spokesman for the Court of
Appeals, as its senior judge and chief adrninistrator, Bazelon was able
to a~sign extra law clerks, and control the office space, supplies and
accouterments that make working conditions a pleasure or an annoyar~ce. His influence with his colleagues, and especially the new
judges, was legendary. They fell all too easily under his spell. For
Burger, that too was now an old battle, a thing of the past.
Later that week, Burger left his office in the Court of Appeals and
went out to Pennsylvania Avenue to meet the Solicitor General Erwin
N. Griswold, the man responsible for arguing the federal government’s cases before the Supreme Court. Griswold had the presidential
commission, signed by the President and the Attorney General, that
appointed Burger. It was to be delivered to the Court before the
swearing-in.
Griswold and Burger took a cab to the Court, where Warren greeted
them in his chambers. The Powell case was apparently on his mind.
"I hated to decide for Powell," Warren told them.
Griswold thought Warren was going to explain the di~eulty and
awkwardness in overruling the next Chief Justice--perhaps apologize, saying that, of course, he had to call them as he saw them. Instead, Warren told them that he didn’t like Powell and regretted
having to decide in his favor. Powell was a disgrace, Warren said. But
as a matter of law, it would be impossible to let Congress exclude
.members in such ’fashion. In denying Powell his seat, Congress had
asserted an absolute and u~reviewable right to determine who was
suited to sit, contrary to what the Constitution said. "It was perfectly
clear," Warren remarked. "There was no other way to decide it. Anybody could see that."
My God, Griswold thought, Warren must not realize that Burger
was one of the lower court judges he had just overruled. Griswold
knew Warren did not write his own opinions, but was he so out of
touch? Griswold carefully avoided looking at Burger. He would have
smiled, and perhaps Burger would not think it one bit °funny. The
meeting was soon over and as they walked out, Burger good-naturedly
shrugged off Warren’s comment. "He certainly didn’t give me much
credit for what I did in the Adam Clayton Powell case," he told Griswold.
Burger had heard that Warren delegated the writing of his opinions
to his clerks. That was only one of the many practices that he was
going to stop. As far as he was concerned, the Warren legend was a
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fabrication. He thought Warren was sloppy, politically motivated, interested more in results than in legal reasoning. He was a man playing
to get himself a place in history, a man without intellectual honesty.
Burger used to talk scornfully to his clerks about Warren’s liberalism.
It was late in ct)ming, he said. Warren had been aligned with the right
wing of the Republican party in California and was supposedly a
states’ rights champion. As governor he had strongly supported the
internmerlt of Japanese-Americans during World War II. As district
attorney, he had authorized offshore searches of questionable legality
outside the three-mile limit. Burger told his clerks that Warren was
"right-wing when it paid to .be right-wing, then had shifted when that
became fashionable."
On June 23, Burger joined the members of the Court, the President,
Attorney General Mitchell, other ranking Justice Department officials, including F.B.I. Director J. Edgar Hoover, and members of the "
legal and Republican law-enforcement establishment, for his swearing-in at the Supreme Court.
Since it was the last day of the term, the Warren Court first handed
down its three final opinions. The decisions, all involving criminal
cases, effectively overruled three more conservative precedents. They
were precisely the kinds of opinions that Nixon had campaigned
against.
Nixon, dressed in a formal cutaway, showed no emotion. When the
¯ ~ .... Nix0~
last opinion was read, Warren recognized thePresident.
stepped to the podium. "There is only one ~rdeal which is more
challenging than a presidential press conference, and that is to appear
before the Supreme Court." He reviewed Warren’s career and praised
the Chief Justice. But, he added, "The Chief Justice has established
a record here in this Court which will be characterized in many
ways."
In response, Warren gave a lecture--his last words from the bench
--which seemed directed at Nixon. There was acid in the oblique
graciousness. His theme was continuity. "I might point out to you,
and you might not have looked into the matter, that it is a continuing
body.., the Court develops the eternal principles of our Constitution
in accordance with the problems of the day.’" It was Warren’s way of
saying that Richard Nixon too would pass. The Court, Warren said,
serves only "the public interest," is guided solely by the Constitution
and the "conscience" of the individual Justices. He was stepping?
down, Warren said, with a feeling of "deep friendship" for the other
Justices "’in spite of the fact.that we have disagreed on so many things.
"So I leave in a happy vein, Mr. President, and I wish my successor
all the happiness and success in his years on the Court, which I hope
will be many."
"

1969 Term

JULY, Chief Justice Warren Burger was in his new offices. With
three months before the start of the new term, and the other Justices
spending the recess at home or on vacation, he intended to consolidate his power. First, he would assume control of the building itself.
On July 19, Burger, in shirt sleeves, assembled ~ais law clerks and the
Marshal--the top administrative and business officer of the Courtw
fora tour of the large building.
Beginning in his own small office Burger remarked that it was
smaller than his old one at the Court of Appeals. More distressing was
the absence of an adjoining office that could be used as a workroom.
As Chief Justice he was third in protocol as official representative of
the United States_ government after the President and Vice-President.
He would receive ambassadors and .visiting dignitaries. "How can I
entertain heads of state?" he asked, pointing to his relatively cramped
quarters. It would never do. What would his guests think?
Passing through the secretaries" outer office, the procession stepped
through to the most ’secret place of the Court, the conference room
where the nine Justices met to vote and decide cases. Few outsiders
had seen the conference room during the Warren years. No person-clerk, staff member or secretary--was in attendance when the Justices
met, usually on Fridays, to discuss cases and take initial votes.
Burger surveyed this large, oak-paneled room and its rich carpet. A
twelve-foot-long table covered in green felt stood in the center of the
room under a splendid chandelier, and Was surrounded by nine handSOme high-backed green leather swivel chairs. A brass nameplate on
the back of each chair identified its occupant. The Chief Justice sat at
one end of the table, the senior Associate Justice at th~ other. The
other Associates sat three on one side, four on the other. Now this
roona, the Chief said, is perfect for entertaining guests. He told the
group that in the original architect’s plans, the room had been intended for the Chief Justice. Perhaps the conferences might be better
in larger, more formal settings, the East and West conference rooms
on the other side of the building. It might be more appropriate in that
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"neutral comer," Burger said. Then this room could become the Chief
Justice’s ceremonial o~ce. He could also use it as a private dining
room. Next, Bnrger led the group across the corridor to the courtroom
proper. They entered from behind the bench, as the Justices did when
they came to hear oral arguments or announce decisions. Burger
stepped down to the pit in front of the mammoth bench. The large
dignified room, with its dark-red curtains, had twenty-four marble
columns rising forty-four feet, cathedral-like, to a sculpted marble
panel.
The new Chief stepped to the podium from which the attorneys
argued their cases to the nine Justices--without witnesses and without introduction of evidence.
Oral advocacy is an art, Burger remarked. He recalled that he had
stood in the same spot when he was in the Justice Department, sixteen years ago, and had argued one of the most celebrated cases of the
time for the United States government. The Solicitor General, Simon
Sobeloff, had refused to argue a ease that involved John Peters, a Yale
University professor of medicine, who had been found disloyal and
dismissed as a consultant to the Public Health Service (Peters v.
Hobby). The finding of disloyalty had been based on anonymous accusations. Sobeloff should have resigned, Burger said, rather than
refuse to argue his client’s case, even though the client was the government. Sobeloff had become a great hero to the liberals and civil
libertarians. But Burger’s Justice Department bosses were pleased
with his loyalty. That was probably the reason, Burger said, why he
was rewarded with a seat on the Court of Appeals three years later.
He didn’t mention that he had lost the Peters case.
Lingering now, and reminiscing, the Chief told them how he got
the job as head of the Claims Division in the Justice Department in
the first place. While acting as Stassen’s floor manager at the 1952
Republican convention, he had helped the Eisenhower forces in a
crucial credentials battle.
Burger pointed to the Justices’ nine high-backed black leather
chairs. Each Justice chose his own, and the sizes and styles varied.
Some were nearly a foot taller than others. Douglas’s was tufted, the
others were smooth. It looked unseemly, disorderly, Burger said. In
the future only one kind of chair would be available.
Still at the podium, his eyes fixed on the bench, ’Burger remembered an interchange with Justice Hugo Black during the Peters case.
He pointed to the center of the bench. A question had come from
there, and he was answering it when suddenly another question had
come from the end. With the Justices all in a straight line at a straight
bench, they could not see or hear each other. That situation should be
changed he said, by curving the bench so each Justice could see his
colleagues. The acoustics in the large room also were poor. That too
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should be corrected, he said, perhaps by installing microphones. The
clerks fidgeted. Finally one of them suggested that the Associate Justices might be upset if the Chief went ahead with remodeling plar~s
in their absence. Burger ignored him.
Theywalked to the outer corridor on the first floor onto which each
ustice’s su.ite of offices, known as chambers, faced. As they strolled
dong, Burger pointed out various problemsmplaces in need of reinadequate lighting; he would order a lighting study. There
poor utilization of office space; he would order a formal study of
the use of space in the entire building. A few plants would bring life
to the barren, gloomy halls. The telephone system was ancient, and
operators used old-fashioned plug-in switchboards. The cafeteria
was old and run-down. There was no photo-copying equipment, so
~e junior Justices got unreadably faint carbon copies. There were no
electric typewriters that produced print-quality letters and memos.
Outside, the landscaping was lackluster, and the guards did not have
the snap and attentiveness of those at the White House.
In fact, Burger concluded, the Supreme Court Building with its fine
workmanship, its columns, its brass doors and best wood was as grand
as the White House, but it had not been kept up. A top-to-bottom
reorganization was needed. The nineteenth-century administrative
system might be charming, but it was inefficient. The tour lasted two
hours.
While on the Court of Appeals, Burger had enjoyed lunching regularly with his clerks. On July 21, he took his Supreme Court clerks in
his limousine to one of his favorite spots, the National Lawyers Club.
The quiet atmosphere allowed him to unwind, to reflect and think
ahead. That afternoon he was full of political reminiscences about
Ike, Bill Rogers and Harold Stassen. He missed politics, he said. The
press had been unfair to Ike, claiming he lacked intelligence, and to
Stassen as well, making him a political joke because of his persistent ~"
and unsuccessful tries for the presidency. Newspapers manipulated
the news to fit the editors’ views. Take The Washington Post. For the
last decade the editors had maintained a.policy of keeping the names
of the conservative and moderate appeals court judges out of the
paper. At the same time the paper had played up the decisions of the
liberals,, especially Bazelon. The clerks were skeptical. The Chief
insisted that a reporter recently departed from the Post 1iad assured
him that it was the case. The New York Times and the Post were antiNixon, pro-Bazelon and therdfore anti-Burger. Both papers had attacked him. They v~ere not reconciled to his appointment and would
Continfie to snipe. The Christian Science Monitor had been ordered
as the newspaper for his chambers.
His mood lightened, and he said he was happy with the way things
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Burger’s defense of Nixon, after so much evidence and so many
resignations, startled some of the clerks. The Chief seemed to view
Watergate in ~personal terms, as if the legitimacy of his own appointment, his own mandate, hinged on keeping Nixon free from the taint.
"’Apart from the morality," the Chief concluded, "I don’t see what
they did wrong."
~
The damaging news from the Senate Watergate. hearings blared
forth day after day from a portable black-and-white television set
perched on a table in Stewart’s outer office. Clerks, messengers and
secretaries clustered around the set. Occasionally, another Justice
woi~ld stop by to savor or deplore the latest revelation. Marshall, a
frequent visitor, became the informal master of ceremonies and provided a running commentary. When-White House counsel John Dean
charged that Nixon himself was involved, Marshall shouted gleefully,
"’Right on, brother Dean." Falling into his stylized Amos-and-Andy
routine, Marshall made it clear that he felt "Brother Dean" was telling
the truth. "Dat de way it wuz, sho’ wuz,’" Marshall declared. Nixon’s
defenders, on the other hand, were greeted with calls of "You lie, you
lie."
Most of the Justices foil,owed the news with fascination, concern
and some detachment. They might well get a Watergate-related case;
they might be required to rule on some legal question such as pretrial
publicity, or attorney-client privilege. But for now Watergate was a
problem for politicians, not for Justices.
The television in Stewart’s outer office was on as usual on Monday,
July x6, when the Senate committee announced a surprise witness.
The clerks bunched around the set had never heard of Alexander
Butterfield. His testimony was shocking. Nixon had secretly taped his
White House meetings and telephone conversations.
Archibald Cox, the special prosecutor whom Nixon had been forced
to~~vvestigate Watergate, immediately subpoenaed the tape
.)
recordings
of nine Nixon-Dean meetings. The White House asked
U.S. District Court Judge John J. Sirica to quash the subpoena on the
grounds of executive privilege. Though it was often claimed by Presidents, the Court had never defined the scope of such privilege or
even stated explicitly that it existed.
Sirica refused to quash the subpoena, and Nixon appealed the ruling. Anticipating that the case would soon be in-the Sul~reme Court,
White House spokesman Ron Ziegler said only that the President
would obey a "definitive" decision by the Court.
At a pre-term briefing and cocktail party for new clerks in September, the Watergate tapes case was the principal topic of conversation:
what did Nixon mean by "definitive"?
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The Chief began with a routine welcoming speech, but quickly
moved to Watergate. He said it was likely that the Court would get
the tapes case. That would pose extraordinary problems, and the foremost among them would be security. Historically, outsiders had
treated the Court’s deliberations, as sacrosanct. This time, however,
reporters would be desperate for stories; they would ~ase every trick.
Burn bags, clean .desks, and locked files would be necessary. The
Chief thet~ introduced Justice Stewart, to describe the perils of dealing with reporters. Stiff and awkward, Stewart gave a mercifully short
talk. The clerks should not talk to reporters, he said, and they should
be careful in dealing with them at all.
Marshall missed the session, but later got a full report from his
clerks. The Chief had made an ass of himself again, Marshall concluded. The clerks told him that the Chief had put an absolute gag on
all conversation with anyone. "But if I don’t tell Cissy what’s going
on in this one, she’ll kill me," Marshall said. He told his clerks it was
up to each to decide whether to discuss the case with his wife.
On October 12, just into the second week of the Supreme Cou~
term, the Court of Appeals upheld Judge Sirica 5 to 2. Midnight
Friday, October 19, was the deadline for the President to file an up;
peal to the Supreme Court. Reporters and TV camera crews were
massed outside the Court anticipating the arrival of the Prel
lawyers. A lawyer getting out of his car was engulfed by reporters who
thought, incorrectly, that he was there on behalf of the President,
Shortly before midnight, the White House issued a
elaring that the President was not going to appeal to the
Court. Instead, Nixon proposed a compromise that would
Special Prosecutor summaries verified by Senator John
Mississippi, an aging, nearly deafNixon supporter. The Pre
issued a direct order to Special Prosecutor Cox, "as an
the executive branch," not to seek any more tapes through
process. ....

The next night, Saturday, October 20, Marshall had his
for dinner at his suburban Falls Church, Virginia, home. As
television sets were on upstairs and downstairs while
pool with the clerks. Shortly before 8:30, the regular programs
interrupted. Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox had been .....
ney General Elliot Richardson-ff~]J--h~ deputy had resigned
than fire the Special Prosecutor, Solicitor General Robert Bork
next in line, was Acting Attorney General. He had
with the President’s order to fire Cox. Soon all the
running special broadcasts. F.B.I. agents were shown sealing
guarding the Special Prosecutor’s office to prevent removal c
Marshall watched in disbelief. As a civil rights lawyer, he had often
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seen such raw displays of police power in the South, but never before
in Washington. President Nixon had ordered the prosecutor to stay
of court, fired him, and was now probably seizing his evidence.
] the man stop? Adding to the drama for Marshall was the
all the President’s actions seemed designed to keep the tapes
out of the Supreme Court.
the week, Nixon, reeling from the hostile public reaction to
become known as the Saturday Night Massacre, capitulated
turned over the tapes to Sirica. The case was closed.
~-Brennan wondered what the Court would have done. The most
prOlific source and consumer of grapevine information, Brennan sifted
through the intelligence his clerks brought back from their peers in
~the other chambers. Over lunch, or dropping by a colleague’s chambers, Brennan probed. The results of his unofficial poll indicated that
the vote might have been anything but "’definitive.’" The four Nixon
appointees seemed to favor the President’s claim of executive privilege. Douglas, Stewart, Marshall and he were against it. Four-to-four
with an inscrutable Byron White in the balance. White, as always,
kept his own counsel. He seemed to enjoy keeping the others in
doubt.
But if Watergate was not before the Court, it was much discussed at
Brennan’s morning coffee with his clerks and secretary. Was the new
special prosecutor, Leon Jaworski, a Texas millionaire and former
A.B.A. president, a shill for the White House? Brennan was not sure.
Was the House of Representatives serious about its impeachment investigation?
On March 1, the Watergate cover-up indictment charged seven of
Nixon’s former aides including Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and former
Attorney General John Mitchell. The tapes question would not go
away. Both Jaworski and John Doar, Chief Counsel to the House
Judiciary Committee, wanted more tapes for their separate investigations. Jaworski subpoenaed sixty-four more tapes, and again Sirica
ordered the President to surrender the tapes to the prosecutor. The
Court was back at the center.
Sirica set 4 P.M. Friday, May ~4, as thedeadline for the President to
appeal to the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. Nixon
filed on time.
Two hours later at the Supreme Court a group of clerks were on the
basketball court for their regular game, when someone raced in to say
that Philip Lacovara of the SpeCial Prosecutor’s office was downstairs
at the court clerk’s office. The basketball players jogged down in their
gym clothes at some peril should the Chief see them to get copies
of the filing.
It was a cert petition asking for an expedited hearing. Jaworski was
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taking the extraordinary step of asking the Supreme Court to hear the
tapes case before the Court of Appeals decision. In cases "of imperative public importance," requests to leapfrog the lower appellate
courts were permissible, but had been granted only half a dozen
times. The most recent had occurred when President Harry S Truman
seized the steel mills during the Korean War twenty-two years before.
It was a risky strategy. If the Supreme Court refused to grant expedited review it would be a stinging psychological defeat for Jaworski.
Brennan felt strongly that cert should be granted. The President was
saying that he, not the courts, should decide what, if anything, he was
to turn over.
~
Jaworski said he wanted an expedited hearing to ensure there was
no delay of the trial of the former top Nixon aides. For Brennan much
more was at stake. The House Judiciary Committee’s impeachment
inquiry was in full swing. Without the crucial evidence, the wounds
of Watergate would not heal. It was time for the truth of Watergate to
surface, Brennan felt.
"
Five votes, rather than the normal four, were required to hear the
case on an expedited basis, and Brennan knew that he could count on
Douglas and Marshall. Douglas was eager to come to grips with his
long-time antagonist. He regarded Richard Nixon as morally, intellectually and in every other way unfit to be President. Marshall was no
less hostile. They might well be joined by Stewart. His skepticism
about a President run amok had grown steadily. But this was the same
Potter Stewart who once had been a possible Nixon choice for Chief
Justice. Stewart toyed with progressive ideas, Brennan thought, but
more often than not he fell back on the Ohio Republican
his past. White could be within reach. Burger was beyond hope. It
was probably no accident that the White House had released, among
the barrage of tape transcripts made public the previous ~
transcript of no particular import that included a reference
Chief’s conversation with then Attorney General Richard Kleindienst.
It disclosed that the Chief had forwarded his own list of candidates
for the first Watergate Special Prosecutor through Kleindienst.
nan was curious about what other references to the Chief might be on
those tapes.
Blackmun was a possible cert vote. He had come a long way
his fawning alliance with the Chief. As his reservations about Burger
grew, Blackmun had begun to draw his own conclusions about events
outside the Court. It was difficult to tell where Powell stood.
smallest of clues would have to suffice. During the term he
dropped the prefix "President" and now generally referred only
"Nixon.’"
Rehnquist, though clearly troubled, was the most likely to support
the President on principle. He had drafted the President’s original
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position on executive privilege when he was at the Justice Department. And Rehnquist was against Justices disqualifying themselves
unnecessarily from major cases, particularly cases in which the vote
was likely to be close. But Rehnquist had worked closely with John
Mitchell and John Ehrlichman. They were all under indictment, and
Richard Kleindienst, Mitchell’s successor, had resigned at the same
time as Haldeman and Ehrlichman. Kleindienst was .one of Rehnquist’s closest friends in Washington.
On Tuesday, May 28, Rehnquist faced the inevitable. He could not
sit with his colleagues-. He would, however, announce 0nly that he
had disqualified himself, without offering a reason.
Brennan worried that the Court would not take the case on an expedited basis before adjourning for the summer. The White House
had the strongest force of all going for it--the vast history of judicial
inertia. Burger, Blaekmun and Harlan had dissented in the Pentagon
Papers case, all objecting to the haste with which the case had been
propelled through the courts.
This was precisely the argument the White House made in its brief
¯ pposmg the expedited heanng. Attempts ~n the past by the Court to
make a hurried disposition of an important ease arising in the dying
days of a term have not been among the proudest chapters in the
history of the Court," the brief read. The Pentagon Papers case "is but
the most recent example." The brief cited Burger’s dissent in the case.
In Brennan’s view, this argument was an insult to the Court. The
White House was conspicuously wooing the Chief. The claim that
expediting the case would lead to a hasty, ill-conceived decision was
absurd, a phantom issue, in Brennan’s words, "’a bugaboo." Brennan
felt that the Court should extend its term if necessary. His vacation in
Nantucket could be postponed. Since most of the term’s eases were
already completed, the Court would have the rare opportunity to give
the case its undivided attention. But the argument against expediting
would probably persuade Powell who, modeling himself after Harlan,
would object to the undue haste. The clerks were betting even money
on whether the Court would go along with Jaworski.
The conference convened on May 31,one week after the Special
Prosecutor’s filing. The Chief brought a letter that had arrived that
morning. Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield urged the Court to
forgo "’its four month recess.., so that there will be no unconscionable delays in the consideration of Watergate or related matters."
The Chief’s disdain was clear. The letter exhibited crude ignorance
of the Court’s work load during recess. Burger had never liked Mansfield. He was anti-courts, anti-lawyer, anti-judge, always leading the
resistance to judicial pay raises.
Stewart was nearly as offended as the Chief. He was defensive
about his summer-long vacation at Bowen Brook Farm in New Hamp-
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shire. He emphasized to callers there that he was working hard on
cert petitions and other Court business. The other members of the
conference all resented the occasional portrayals of them as part-time
judges, racing off each summer to their fishing ponds and hammocks.
The conference decided to send Mansfield a sharp, but tactfully
worded, reply.
~.
At 12: lo P.M., Rehnquist left the room, and they turned to the tapes
case itself. The Justices agreed with two of the Chief’s suggested
ground rules. They would not tell their clerks about the discussion
and to prevent leaks they would announce their decision immediately.
The Chief did not have to spend a long time presenting the case.
They were all familiar with the facts. Burger said that he had problems
with expediting the case. All that was at stake was a possible delay of
the Watergate cover-up trial. That was hardly a matter of national
emergency. But Burger hedged. He was not ready to vote either way.
Douglas spoke next. He did not hide his contempt for Nixon’s po,
sition. Everyone, including a President, had to turn over evidence.
The defendants in the cover-up trial would be entitled to all possible
evidence. The Court could decide the issue quickly. He voted to
expedite.
Brennan thought the President’s claim of absolute "executive privilege" lacked even the slightest merit. The cover-up trial might survive the delay if the hearing was not expedited, but this called for
decisive action. The Court had an obligation. He voted to expedite~
Stewart fidgeted. He too thought the President had a weak argu~
ment, and he worried how it might appear if the Court denied the
petition. There was speculation in the press that the Court would not
decide such a question because it was a classic political dispute between two branches of government. The Court’s authority was now
an issue. The President had made it one. This business abo~at obeying.
only a "definitive" opinion was a challenge. Court rulings had to be
obeyed, definitive or not. Compliance was not a matter for a President
to decide. In any event, Nixon’s challenge made the case a paramount
legal issue. Now. It had to be deci,ded. Stewart voted to expedite.
White disagreed. A few months delay in the cover-up trial would
not setback the cause of justice. Despite the other considerations, the
only question was whether to grant an expedited hearing and bypass
the Court of Appeals. If the Court’s authority was being challenged,
that should be taken in stride. There should be no hasty overreaction.
White said he was inclined to deny the petition for now, let the case
mature andcome to the Court naturally.
Marshall cast a fourth vote to expedite. But it took five votes to grant
the immediate hearing.
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Blackmun wanted to be sure the Court did not act recklessly. Watergate might be a national emergency, but speeding the cover-up
trial was not sufficient cause to depart from normal practice. He would
vote to wait.
Powell thus emerged as the critical vote either way. He thought
Watergate wasa national emergency; special steps were justified. He
Was ready to hear the case now.
That made five votes to take the case immediately. Burger then said
he too would go along, making the final vote 6 to 2. Thirty minutes
later, a formal order expediting the case was signed by the Chief and
released to the press. As usual, the votes on a decision to grant cert or
expedite the case were not listed.
Though confident of the strength of their legal arguments, Jaworski
and his staff were concerned that the Court might still rule in favor of
the President. The Special Prosecutor’s office needed to buttress its
position with something more than legal niceties. Jaworski wanted
the Court to reach the same conclusions-that he and the grand jury
had drawn: Richard Nixon was a crook. If he could get the Court to
share that simple conclusion, the other arguments would follow naturally in turn, and they would get their tapes.
The most persuasive evidence in their possession was the first nine
tapes that the President had turned over following the Saturday Night
Massacre and that had been sealed by Judge Sirica. The grand jury
had been strongly influenced by the tapes and other material sealed
in that record. It had led them to the conclusion that there was only
one reason the President had withheld the evidence, that he was
protecting himself because he was guilty.
The Special Prosecutor’s staff felt they had to draw the Justices"
direct and personal a~,~ent~ion to the sealed record. They knew, however, that it would no(be-easy. There were a half dozen former clerks
on the Special Prosecutor’s staff, and they knew very well that the
Justices did not personally review long and detailed records, even in
major cases. In an effort to pique their interest, Jaworski dropped an
intentionally intriguing question at th~ Court’s feet when he forwarded the record from Judge Sirica’s court. Should his office print
additional copies of the "sealed" portion for the public record?
The original of the record was locked in Court Clerk Michael
Rodak’s vault on Burger’s instructions. Brennan at once ~sked to see
it. The reason it had been sea~d was immediately obvious. The grand
jury which had indicted the seven former high-ranking Nixon aides
had also secretly named several unindicted coconspirators. One was
Richard Nixon himself.
Brennan immediately grasped Jaworski’s message to the Justices.
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Jaworski’s threshold problem in the case was to establish the rele.
vance of the subpoenaed tapes. Did the taped conversations pertain
to the charges against Nixon’s former~ides who would go on trial ? In
Brennan’s view, the grand jury’s finding against Nixon bolstered Ja.
worski’s argument dramatically. Because the gr~nd ju.ry had found
Nixon a full member of the conspiracy, the conversations were clearly
relevant. Conversations that were part of a criminal conspiracy would
not be pr.otected-by a claim of executive privilege. The Special Prosecutor also gained an important technical advantage from the fact that
Nixon had been named a coconspirator. Hearsay statements of any
alleged conspirator, whether indicted or unindicted, were admissible
in trial. Therefore, Jaworski could get more tapes admitted into evidence.
The grand jury’s action, however, did not remain secret for long. On
June 6, the story broke in newspapers as the result of a leak from a
defense attorney. Later that day, the White House filed a.short cert
petition asking the Court to determine whether a grand jury had
the authority to name an incumbent President an unindicted coconspirator.
The issue as posed by the White House was a potential nightmare
for the Court, Bren,nan thought. A judgment by the Court on the legality of the President s status, and the power of the grand jury to ch~ge
him as an unindicted coconspirator, would involve the Court in a
direct judgment about Nixon’s guilt or innocence, and that really was
the impeachment issue. It was just the kind of political question ~
Court traditionally sought to avoid. But if they did not take the issue,
the Court would appear biased against the President.
At conference the next Monday, June lo, the Justices decided to
grant the White House petition, though some thought it was already
before them, encompassed in the S ....pec~al Prosecutor s petlt~on that
had been granted. They would j ust have to fgure Out ho~v best to de’i.
with it in the context of the whole case.
On Thursday, June 13, a story by Jack MacKenzie appeared on the
editorial page of The Washington Post. "Evidence is accumulating,
though it is fragmentary, that Chief Justice Warren E. Burger l~’
skated close to the line between the brancl~es of government." Citing
material that had leaked during the Watergate disclosures, the sto~
quoted two private letters that the Chief had sent to John Miteh~lJ
when he was Attorney General.
"The correspondence, by its tone and in its references to frequent
conversations, confirms the impression long held in Washingtor~ tha~
a confidential relationship developed early in the Nixon administration between Burger and Mitchell." The letters recommended people
for judgeships or promotion to the court of appeals or even the Supreme Court.
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~ The Chief was furious that his private letters had been leaked and
at the implication that such recommendations were improper. The
Attorney General had sought his opinion. Like anyone else, he had
Offered it. The article, coming at the moment the Court was considering the tapes case, struck the Chief as a heavy-handed attempt by the
Post to embarrass him into disqualifying himself. It strengthened his
will to stay in.
Brennan had finished all his opinions and dissents for the term and
now turned his full attention to the tapes case. He read the sealed
record carefully. In Brennan’s opinion, the tapes showed that Nixon
ahdhis aides conspired to obstruct justice and therefore the conversations~were not entitled to any constitutional claim of executive privilege.
Brennan kept abreast of developments in the other chambers. Tapping the grapevine, making his own soundings, he found that Nixon
had virtually no support in any of the chambers. Some of the others
had by now read the record. Nixon’s position had eroded. Expecting
areal dispute, Brennan found the opposite. It did not take him long to
realize how close the Court was to unanimity. But he wanted not just
Unanimity of result, but unanimity of rationale. A "definitive" decision would require that all eight votes be solidly behind an articulate
and persuasive opinion that disposed of each stated and unstated argument for not turning over the tapes.
Brennan knew that the other Justices had already invested a good
deal of time in researching the case. Some were preparing memoranda
or possible opinions. It would require a miracle for them all to sacrifice weeks of work and their egos for unanimity. Pride of authorship
could be.a barrier to a single, definitive opinion. But Brennan had a
plan. Assuming his old play-maker role from the Warren Court days,
Brennan retraced his clerks’ route from chamber to chamber. His first
call, as always, was to his old friend and the senior Justice, Douglas,
the most likely of them all to scuttle a consensus with a cantankerous
comment or an ill-conceived memo. Brennan found Douglas working
in his chambers. Brennan reported his findings--sentiment was running strongly against Nixon in nearly all chambers. The Court had
now to meet Nixon’s challenge and issue a "definitive" opinion. This
required spelling out the Court’s reasoning in a single opinion.
Douglas agreed. A single opinion, of course, would be ideal.
There were problems, Brennan said. With an opinion prepared by
a single justice no matter w.h0 pulled what strings, who edited
whose work, or who organized what portions of the opinion, even
assuming the best and most deferential cooperation the credit
would go to a single author. The other seven might resent it. Brennan
and Douglas knew they would be among the seven. There was no
doubt who would assign this one--and to whom.
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Brennan wondered aloud if it might be a good idea to have no single
author but instead a single opinion, signed by all the Justices. It had
been done in Cooper v. Aaron, a 1958 Little Rock, Arkansas, deseg.
regation enforcement ruling iss.ued in the face of local resistance and
Governor Orval Faubus’s assertion that a Supreme Court decision was
not the law of the land.
.~
Douglas listened.
In this. case, all eight of them could write and sign one opinion,
Brennan suggested. Nixon had effectively laid down the same challenge that Faubus had. Eight signatures on one opinion would make
defiance less likely, and it would prevent the Chief from snapping the
opinion up. They would take equal responsibility and equal credit.
Douglas said he liked the idea.
Buoyed by Douglas’s response, Brennan continued his rounds.
Marshall, who, as a civil rights advocate, had argued Coo,~ger v. Aaron
twenty years before, was enthusiastic about Brenn~n s suggestion.
Stewart saw the advantages immediately. Brennan optimistically concluded that Powell and Blackmun were also receptive. White, ~however, was skeptical, and he came right to the point. Entering into
agreements before the specifics were sorted out was not his style. It
was a preemptive strike against the Chief, bad business.
Undiscouraged, Brennan turned to the Chief himself. Burger’s reaction was lukewarm, but he politely told Brennan that he would
consider it. Brennan thought that if nothing else, he had all of them
focused on unanimity. He figured he, at least, had the votes to force
the issue with the Chief.
W~ith the Justices apparently in agreement, Brennan set out to’finish
preparing for oral argument. There were no surprises in the briefs.
The Special Prosecutor offered three reasons why the President
should be compelled to give up his tapes; two were predictable. First,
the public interest in disclosure of information relevant in a criminal’
prosecution outweighed Nixon’s generalized claim of privilege. See~
ond, the President had already waived his privilege two months be~
fore by releasing his edited versions of some of the subpoenaed
conversations. The third argument was somewhat more problematiC,
since it rested on the grand jury’s naming Nixon as an unindicted
coconspirator. The logic was simple enough. There was no executive
privilege for conversations that were part of a criminal conspiracy. BUt
Brennan was troubled. James St. Clair, the President’s attorney, could
too easily claim that an incumbent president could not be name& an
unind~cted coconspirator in the first place. And thus call into ques(ion
the validity of the subpoena. Brennan wanted to avoid that thicket.
Douglas had some answer,s. On July 5, three days before oral argument, he circulated a thirty-page printed draft opinion in memoran-
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dum form. The early entry allowed Douglas to help his colleagues
focus on his issues.
In the past, however, Brennan had found Douglas’s pre-argument
memos less thanhelpful. They were o~en spun off in a single sitting
and sometimes they unintentionally gave the other side effective ammunition. He approached Douglas’s memo with some dread. It was
satisfactory on several technical questions, but he found the central
point inadequate. Rather than call attention to the Special Prosecutor’s demonstrated need for the tapes in order to try his case against
the defendants, Douglas focused on the needs of the defendants. He
argued correctl~ that previous Court decisions had firmly established
that criminal defendants were entitled to all potentially exculpatory
information, and that since the defendants would be entitled to tapes
that might exonerate one or all of them, so too was the prosecutor. But
that was backward, as far as Brennan was concerned. The Court had
to address the prosecutor’s demand; it was his subpoena.
But Brennan was most shocked by Douglas’s endless penchant for
raising issues that werelikely to derail consensus. In his concluding
section, Douglas considered whether the grand jury could constitutionally name the President as an unindicted coconspirator. He dug
an even deeper hole for the Court by dealing in such depth with the
issue that Stl Clair had raised. The lawyer had asked the Court to hold
that the evidence shown to the grand jury was insufficient to justify
the conclus ion that the President was a coconspirator.
Rather than dismiss the request as absurd--the Court should not
second-guess the grand jury--Douglas had written:
It is obvious from the history of this grand jury that the finding was
made for the benefit of the House Judiciary Committee which now has
before it the impeachment question. So what in substanee we are being
asked to do is to rule that a certain bit of evidence produced by the grand
jury and sent to the House Judiciary Committee is not competent evidence in impeachment proceedings. I think that bey~ond question that
issue is a "political" issue...

and therefore not one to be decided by the Court.
Douglas had effectively said the Special Prosecutor’s use of the
secret grand jury report was a political action designed t_o foster the
President’s impeachment in the House of Representatives. As weak
and inelegant as the Presid~.nt’s position had become, he had one
powerful historical ally: more than anything else, the Court was always reluctant to take on political questions involving the ultimate
workings and the limits of the other branches of government. Douglas
was raising issues that did not need to be addressed. Brennan found
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the section bizarre. Any such statement by the Court, Brennan reasoned, would be just what Nixon needed to discredit the Special Prosecutor, his grand jury and the House impeachment inquiry. Of course
the grand jury had supplied evidence and some of the early tapes to
the House Committee. But the Supreme Court should not comment.
They should not provide Nixon with an argument to keep them out.
Brennan was sure that most of the other Justices, with the possible
exception of Powell, did not want to deal with the grand jury question..
He had heard through the clerk grapevine that Powell wanted to rely
heavily on the uniqueness of the grand jury’s finding.
Powell wanted the President to lose on the narrowest possible
ground, and that would bean order to the President to hand over the
tapes precisely because he had been named a coconspirator. Powell
felt that a ruling such as that would be rarely applicable in the future.
But as he thought about it, Powell realized that if the Court based its
decision on the grand jury’s finding, it would be endorsing it, thrusting itself into the impeachment issue. So he backed off.
Powell’s clerks were generally pleased with the way his thinking
was going, but they wanted him to assert himself in the case. He could
expand his role if he were willing to be aggressive. But Powell still
did not want to see the Court alter the fundamental power relationships among the branches of government. A President, like a Justice,
needed confidentiality with assistants. Powell agreed with Stewart,
who often remarked, "Government cannot function in a goldfish
bowl." He did not wish to see the Court damage the principle of
confidentiality. Powell wanted this President to lose, while providing
every edge in the language to protect future Presidents from unwarranted intrusion into their decision making. Finally, Powell decided
to circulate a memo summarizing his position on the main questions.
It might, perhaps, provide the skeleton of an opinion. Powell’s clerks
were unhappy with the final product, which was circulated July 6. It
still gave away too much. Nonetheless, they still believed they could
change his position.
Brennan, just back from Nantucket, was worried and unsure of what
to expect. It was unlike Powell to circulate an opinion before oral
argument. But reading quickly, Brennan saw that Powell wanted to
rule against the President and not, Brennan thanked God, on the basis
of the grand jury finding. Instead, Powell had stated that the particular
and demonstrated need for the evidence--the tapes clearly outweighed the general claim of privilege. Brennan’s relief faded when
he read that "the ultimate authority" for deciding claims of executive
privilege resides in the branch of government "’whose constitutional
responsibilities are more gravely affected."
That single idea, published as a Court opinion, could wipe out a lot
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of constitutional law, Brennan realized. The first full definition of the
Court’s authorityMarbury v. Madison in 18o3 had established
that it "is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say what the law is."
Powell’s position was more dangerous than the White House’s,
Brennan believed. In their briefs the President’s lawyers said that the
President had "an absolute privilege" and absolute authority to decide. Powell now ~¢as suggesting that while the Court had a right to
~onsider .the claim, it should not, but rather should back off a,,nd let
be Executive Branch decide, if its responsibilities were more
gravely affected."
Douglas had said the President was trying to usurp judicial responsibility, and here Powell was giving away part of the judiciary~s reSponsibility. It was the use of the phrase "ultimate authority" that
Brennan found so objectionable. The courts, not the executive, had
the ultimate authority to interpret the law. Brennan was deeply
concerned. Powell was advocating balancing Article II (the constitutional power of the President) against Article III (the power of the
courts). There were none of the absolutes that Brennan preferred.
But overall, the draft provided a starting point. Despite the narrow
definition, it was a broad-brush treatment, which Brennan was sure
he could remold without offending Powell.
Brennan thought Part IV of Powell’s draft was even more mischievous. The subpoena to the President had been issued by the Special
Prosecutor under the rules of criminal procedure set up for federal
courts. These rules had the force of law. Rule 17(c), allowing the
federal courts to subpoena any person to produce evidence, provided
that the material sought had to be both potentially relevant to the case
and admissible in a trial. One of the remaining questions in the tapes
case was whether this standard had been met. Powell had written that
the Rule 17(c) standard of relevance and admissibility was insufficient
for a subpoena to be served on a President. A higher standard had to
be met, Powell had concluded. Setting a new standard for presidential
subpoenas, Powell had written that "necessity" or a "compelling
need" had to be shown. That language Was right out of the White
House brief.
Though Powell went on to assert that this higher standard of "necessity" had been met by Jaworski in the tapes case, Brenna.n was not
so sure. He found Powell’s proposed terms vague and disturbing.
Since the Nixon aides had already been indicted on other evidence
that was previously available, the Special Prosecutor might have a
tough time meeting someone else’s definition of"necessity.’"
Brennan finished reading Powell’s memo. A unanimity of rationale
was going to be hard to achieve, but there was some consolation. If
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Powell’s view was indicative of ~he other key votes, RiChard Nixon
would soon be yielding some tapes.
Brennan spent the Sunday before oral argument conferring with his
clerks. Outside the Court, hundreds of spectators were already lined
up, each hoping for one of the 12o seats reserved for the public.
The next morning, just before oral argument began, Brennan
drafted a oover memo for a four-page proposal responding to Powell’s
standards for i~suing a subpoena to the President. "I am greatly impressed by Lewis’ analysis in his memorandum, particularly by his
Part IIIi I think, however, that his Par~ IV requires some expansion
and ~ am taking the liberty 6f circulating the attached in the hope that
it may serve to focus that problem in our conference discussion."
Brennan’s proposal substituted Rule 17(c)--the federal rule for subpoenas that applied to every American--for Powell’s higher standard,
saying that it was "adequate to protect the President from unnecessary
interference or harassment." Brennan would only concede that the
courts should be "particularly meticulous" to see that the rule was
applied correctly in eases involving the President.
Brennan then went on to address the procedures under which
Nixon would turn over the tapes. "Our decision is that the President
shall transmit all of the Subpoenaed materials to the District Court,
excepting those portions for which he interposes a specific claim of
privilege limited to national defense, foreign affairs or internal security. With respect to those portions, the President may initially decline
production to the District Court." After a hearing on the Specific
claims, "production" could be ordered, but only after the President’s
lawyer had been heard. And the President, Brennan suggested~
should be able to appeal an unfavorable r~sult, before producing the
tapes.
Across town, in the White House, President Nixon was dictating
oral diary. If he lost the tapes case, he hoped the Court would’
a method to exempt national security material, He had recently iis~
ten~d to the tapes of three June 23, 1972, meetings that were held six
days after the Watergate break-in. The tapes were filled with discu~
sions of the White House efforts to have the C.I.A. ask the F,B.I.
halt its investigation of Watergate for boguS national-security reasons!
If those tapes, which unfortunately were among those subpoenaed by
Jaworski, were turned over, his defense could be destroyed, If Nixofi
could make that national seeurity claim without turning over the tape~
or perhaps could delay proceedings with another battle in the courts;
he could gain Some room to maneuver.
(
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,reakfasted with his clerks" as usual the morning of oral
July 8. He had told them that he anticipated voting against
Why would an innocent man with nothing to hide not turn
his tapes? That common sense view determined the issue for
The clerks warned Blackmun that the Chief would try to take the
for himself. Blackmun thought they were right;but he told
he was going to insist that the Chief not write it. Burger was
z burdened with the only remaining opinion of the term, the
case¯
in fact already privately urged the Chief not to assign
~es case to himself for another reason. The Constitution Said
Justice would preside at an impeachment trial, It would
for the Court if the author of the tapes opinion later had
;ide at the impeachment trial of Nixon in the Senate. Since the
seemed likely to send the case to the Senate for trial, the Chief
. consider that possibility.
m had also told Burger that the tapes decision would carry
more weight in the public’s eyes if the author was both a Republican
Nixon appointee. Rehnquist v~as out of the case, Powell was a
Democrat, Stewart was ~ Republican but he had been appointed by
EiSenhower, and the Chief w~,s the prospective presiding officer in
the President s impeachment trial. That left only Blackmun.
In Stewart’s chambers there had also been talk about who should
write the opinion¯ His clerks felt the author should be a Republican,
but not a Nixon appointee. That eliminated everyone but Stewart.
Stewart brooded about the best way for the Court to handle this
great case. He worried that Nixon was intending some subterfuge
with which to ultimately defy the Court. Everything must be considered. The opinion had to be written forcefully, with exacting care;
every sentence and word analyzed. A course had to be charted between dangerous extremes, one that would cripple the presidency,
the other that would leave this President unchecked. All this suggested that the best writer should be assigned the opinion. Stewart
was not one to seek it overtly. He would not circulate a memo as
Powell and Douglas had done. His bid would be more subtle. He
decided to circulate, in raw form, copies of the long research memos
his clerks had prepared. The memos would suggest various approaches, foreclose a few options and focus the discussion, all without
risk to Stewart.
Stewart arrived at his chambers the morning of oral arguments with
little time to spare. His clerks were waiting, full of questions and
answers. They filed into his office and tried to brief him. But Stewart
was nervous. He paced around, distracted, and brushed offtheir ideas.
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The clerks realized that he was not interested in a last-minute brief.
ing. One of the clerks mentioned that his favorite baseball team,
the Cincinnati Reds, had swept a Sunday double-header from the
Cardinals.
Stewart perked up.* He recalled his last conversation with Nixon,
at a White House reception the previ6"us fall. The Reds’ star ballplayer
Pete Rose, had played brilliantly in an .important game. Nixon and
Stewart liad chatted about his great performance, Rose was a man of "
average natur..al ability who excelled through sheer will power. Nixon
had compared himself and Rose. "I want to call and congratulate
Rose," he told Stewart. "But if I did it for one, I would have to call all
the players. Call Pete Rose for me and congratulate him for the President."
Stewart had been baffled. Certainly Rose was one of baseball’s great
players, a candidate for a contemporary list of Blackmun’s superstars.
In fact, Stewart had been called the Pete Rose of the Court--steady,
always hustling, the ultimate team player, never, one to let his teammates down. But a Supreme Court Justi~ could no more call a baseball player and congratulate him than a Presidertt could.
The President’s quirks always made Stewart uncomfortable. Once,
after Nixon had delivered the annual State of the Union address to a
joint session of Congress, he walked up the aisle and recognized
Stewart standing with his colleagues. Nixon reached out and shook
hands with him alone. Stewart had felt conspicuously identified With
thiS:odd, clumsy man. Beyond such social gaffes Nixon gave a bad
name to moderate Republican middle-of-the-road principles. Stewart
had long ago given up on the President. He had voted for liberal
Democrat Senator George McGovern in 1972. He had recently eonr
cluded that Nixon was guilty as hell, a criminal fighting to retain his
presidency. Stewart was planning to challenge Nixon lawyer St. Clair~
at orals on the question of whether the courts had the power to decid~
this ease. He was not sure how far to push St. Clair, but he felt it
essential to extract a commitment that the President would eompl~
with a Court decision. That was the core. Whatever the outcome~
important as it might be, it would not mark the end of constitutional
law. But if the President were to defy the Supreme Court, that would
cripple the Court, perhaps forever.
* Stewart kept a dog-eared piece of newspaper in his wallet, with the mathematical
probabilities of s6oring runs in each inning of a baseball game. The previous fall, he
had requested th~dais clerks send him innit~g-by-inning scores of the Reds-Mets playoff
games while he heard oral arguments on the bench. Before the final game began~h~
asked for scores "every half-inning." And as it was played, he wanted a report on eadh
batter. At ~:35 P.M., the game was interrupted by the surprising news of Viee-Preside~t
Agnew’s resignation. The clerks dutifully sent Stewart a note: Kranepool flies to right:
Agnew resigns.
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Marshall got an oral briefing from his clerks. He did not require a
research memo. Certain that he would not be writing the opinion,
~arshall thought he knew enough about [he case. He favored a strong
bpinion that would direct Nixon to turn over the tapes.. Nonetheless,
~ too was sensitive "~ ~the need for executive privilege. Marshall
i~,0uld never have want~ed to see tapes of his conversations with Lyndon Johnson get into anyone’s hands. Presidential meetings were not
tea parties. Both Johnson and he had talked openly, free of inhibitions
--"Cocksucker this and cocksucker that.’"
At xo:o~ A.M., the eight Justices emerged from behind the thick
~biirgundy drapes. The Chief surveyed his seated colleagues, looked
out over the jammed courtroom and finally nodded to Special Proseerator Jaworski, who sat at the government’s table. "You may proceed
whenever you are ready, the Chief said.
Occasionally glancing at a large black notebook, Jaworski recited
the history~ of the case and the naming of the President as an unindieted coconspirator.
Douglas was the first to interrupt. What relevance did the grand
jury’s finding have to the President’s duty to deliver subpoenaed material? "’I ~hought that was primarily just for the knowledge, information, of the House Judiciary Committee," Douglas said.
"No, sir, that is not correct, sir," Jaworski replied.
Stewart wanted to get the argument off this track. "You would be
here, Mr. Jaworski," Stewart asked, "whether or not the President had
been named as an unindicted coconspirator. But that simply gives you
another string to your bowmisn’t that about it?"
Jaworski agreed, but he did not drop the subject. He was sure it
added considerable weight to his argument that he get access to the
tapes.
Brennan felt that the grand jury question had to be buried. "You
don’t suggest that your right to this evidence depends upon the President having been named [by the grand jury] as an indicted coconspirator," he asked.
"No, sir," Jaworski replied.
Brennan underlined his point. "And so, for the purposes of our
decision, we could lay that fact aside, could we?"
Jaworski offered a reluctant yes. After several interruptions and another flirtation with the grand jury question by Powell, Jaworski attempted to s ummarize. "Now e,nmeshed in almost five hundred pages
of briefs, when boiled down, this case really presents one fundamental issue. Who is to be the arbiter of what the Constitution says?...
Now, the President may be right in how he reads the Constitution.
But he may also be wrong. And if he is wrong, who is there to tell him
so?... This nation’s constitutional form of government is in serious
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jeopardy if the President, any president, is to say that the Constitution
means what he says it does, and that there is no one, not even the
Supreme Court, to tell him otherwise."
Stewart saw an opening to show that the President was subject to
the Court’s authority. Since the President had gone to district court to
quash the subpoena and had filed Iris cross petition in the Supreme
Court, "he has himself invoked the judicial process. And he has submitted to it," Stewart said.
Well, that was not quite right, Jaworski replied, because the President had argued that the Special Prosecutor had no stmading to sue
him. In the President’s view, the matter was an internal Executive
Branch dispute, and not something that lay within the Court’s power
to solve.
Nonetheless, Stewart said, the President is making that argument as
a matter of constitutional law. "... His position is, that he is the sole
judge. And he’s asking this Court to agree- with that proposition, as a
matter of constitutional law."
Jaworski was still not ready to agree. "What I’m saying is, if he is
the sole judge.., and if he is in error in his interpretation, then he
goes on being in error in his interpretation," he insisted.
"Then this Court will tell him so," Stewart said. ’~l~a~’s what this
case is about, isn’t it?’"
The Chief chimed in. He, too, was very concerned about the Court’s
authority. "[The President] is submitting himself to the judicial process in the same sense that you are, is that. not so, Mr. Jaworski?"
Jaworski was not sure. The President had insisted that "he and he
alone is the proper one to interpret the Constitution.’"
"... Each of you is submitting for a decision to this Court," the
Chief said.
"That may be, sir," Jaworski said, but he had personal reservations
about Nixon’s willingness to abide by the Court’s decision. Like the
Justices, hehad read the resident s elusive statements about complyr
ing with a Court decision.
Jaworski came back to the grand jury question in spite of the attempts by Brennan and Stewart to warn him off.
White interrupted testily. "I thought we had put that issue aside. I
just don’t understand what the relevance of that is to this case," he
said.
Jaworski fumbled, pointing out that St. Clair had ~raised one side of
the question.
"’I am just wondering, Mr. Jaworski, why you aren’t content.., it is
irrelevant ’"
As Jaworski stumbled further down the path, his staff sat grimacing;
Their boss had apparently forgotten the first rule of oral advocacy---
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Court and go where it wants to go. Be helpful, don’t
finally cut him off. It was now St. Clair’s turn.
ustices had joked that in order to emphasize his claim that the
standing, St. Clair might not show up for oral arguClair:~pe~b_rguing that the Court’s decision and the
impeachment proceedings were intimately connected:
those are none of our problems, are they. asked Douglas,
~s before had suggested in his draft opinion that the two
overlap. That morning, Douglas had dropped the argument and
a redraft of his opinion without it.
insisted that the two were related. The Court was emin impeachment politicsi he said~ The tapes, which the Special
wanted, if they were turned over, would be passed on to
impeachment inquiry, St. Clair insisted. "So this fusion is
to continue," he added. "No one could stand here and argue
any candor that a decision of this Court would have no impact
the pending inquiry before the House of Representas concerning the impeachment of the President."
suggested a hypothetical murder to which the President
one of the few eyewitnesses. Would he be unavailable to the
~o~s because of an impeachment inquiry?
This was different, St. Clair responded. The subject matter of the
inquiries was identical, He insisted repeatedly that the
was entering into impeachment questions. It was not the Special Prosecutor who would ultimately use the tapes, but the House
impeachment inquiry. That made it a political question.
arshall cut in. So that the House can get [the tapes], the President can get thr--~’m, and the only people I know that cannot get them is
e courts, Marshall said, drawing appreciative laughs from the
"You have not convinced me that we’re drawn into it by deciding
lscase, Brennan said.
"The impact of a decision in this case undeniably, Mr. Justice Brennan, in my view, cannot have--it will not be overlooked," St. Clair
said.
"Any number of decisions of this Court has ripples," Brennan re" sponded.
Burger reent’er~d the debate. "Mr. St. Clair, you left me in a little
bit of doubt about this mechanical problem. I think perhaps we di,
verted you from it," the Chief said, raising an issue that St. Clair had
.mentioned in passing. "Are you suggesting that on a given tape, which
Is a reel type of thing, having an hour or more of material or maybe
Several hours--"
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"Two or three days," St. Clair helped.
"Two or three daysm Oh, I see," the Chief said. He had spoken
many times with the President at the White House or on the phone.
He was surely on some of these addition~-tapes. "That the first three
hours might be the material which has already been transcribed and
,released," the Chief continued, "th~next three or four hours might be
a conference with the Joint Chiefs of Staff ’or the Chairman of the
Atomic .Energy Commission... matters totally irrelevant but confi-dential.., and you want some mechanism set up so that these things
can be screened out?"
St. Clair indicated that would be his position if he lost ......
Marshall decided this Would be a good time to make an effort at
establishing the Court’s authority. When presented with the sub~
poena, he asked facetiously, "you just ignored it, didn’t you?" ....
"No sir, we did not," St. Clair responded. "We filed a motion to
quash it."
"The difference between ignoring and filing a motion tO quash is
what?" Marshall closed the trap
"Well, if your Honor please, we are submitting the matter--~! .........
"You are submitting the matter to this Court." Marshall finished St.
Clair’s sentence for him .....
"To this Court under a special showing on behalf of the Presiden~
¯.. " St. Clair said, again trying to finish the sentence ....
"You’re still leaving it up to this Court to decide it,"
to slam the door shut.
"Well, yes," St. Clair admitted, but added in qualification,
sense."
"Well, in what sense?" Marshall asked impatiently..
St. Clair hedged¯
Marshall badgered him.
St. Clair acknowledged they were submitting a legal question t
Court. "This is being submitted to this Court for its guidance
judgment with respect to the law," St.
"The President, on the other hand, has his obligations under ...........
stitution." ..~ .
The President’s lawyer was suggesting that the Court’s " "
would be advisory, not binding on his client. The President would
looking for a loophole, some convenient language in the opinion
would suit him. Then he would decide how to apply its deeisi
Clair was saying that the Court could decide the law, but
President would apply it. Nixon was telling the Court that
him what criteria to use in his decision, but it could not
him whether to turn over the tapes.
"Are you submitting it to this Court for this Court’s decision?" Marshall demanded to know.
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"As to what the law is, yes," St. Clair said.
The challenge to the Court’s authority was now clear.
Mite took his turn, "Would you automatically say every conversaWatergate is in the course of the performance of the duties
of the President of the United States?"
~!~ "i would think it would be, yes sir," St. Clair ~nswered.
"’Why is that, Mr, St. Clair?" White asked, letting out a little more
The Watergate conversations were part ofNixon s role as President,
~: insuring that the allegations were fully investigated and prosecuted,
St: Clair said.
: White let the answer hang in the air. He and the others had read the
: ~ansc~pts 0f the early tapes. Nixon had not acted as an investigator or
~!:a prosecutor.
~ii P~Well was: still concerned that the President be given an extra
~:i~ :measure of protection ~rom harassment by subpoena. "Mr. St,
may I get back to what seems rather fundamental to me,"
g forward, "Let us assume that it had been established
that the conversations we’re talking about here today did involve
conspiracy, would you still ~e asserting an absolute
ge?"
Yes, quite clearly, St. Clair declared.
.....: "What public interest is there in preserving secrecy with respect to
a criminal conspiracy?" Powell inquired.
"The answer, sir, is that a criminal conspiracy is criminal only a~ter
~:::: it’,s provento be criminal," St. Clair responded, smiling.
i:i: ’But my~," Powell tried to begin.
"And we’re not at that point yet," St. Clair added.
"My question was based on the assumption that it had been established that the conversation did relate to a criminal conspiracy," Powell insisted.
St. Clair insisted that the claim of privilege remained absolute since
no one had been found guilty. The tentative allegation that there was
a conspiracy was not enough to subpoena the evidence.
Powell listened to all this in disbelief. Reduced to its essentials, St.
~ ""
lairs argument was that the President was immune from criminal
investigation. The only remedy that would reach him ~vas impeach~ rnent, Powell determined more than ever to vote against this seemingly unlimited assertion of power.
Marshall viewed St. Clair’s abs01utist position as absurd. He posed
a hypothetical question involving an "about-to-be-appointed" judge
who paysoff the President.
"How are you going to impeach him if you don’t know about it?"
Marshall asked.
"Well, if you know about it, then you can state the case," St. Clair
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offered logically. "If you don’t know about it, you don’t have it," he
"So there you are," Marshall began, warming t’~he task. "You’re
on the prongs of a dilemma, huh?"
"’No, I don’t think so," St. Clair responded.
"’If you know the President is doing something wrong, you can
impeach him,~’ Marshall said, gloating, his eyebrows arching. "But if
the only way you can find out is this way [a subpoena], you can’t
impeach him, so you don’t impeach him ....You lose me some place
along there."
The courtroom filled with laughter.
"... Very few things forever are hidden," St. Clair said lamely.
"This is not a ease where there is no information. If anything, there is
more than enough.’’/
Jaworski’s counsel, Philip Laeovara, stepped up to finish the Spe’
cial Prosecutor’s argument.
The Chief returned to the subject that seemed to concern him the
most. "Mr. Lacovara, I wanted to get to this mechanical question that
Mr. St. Clair brought up," he said. Burger launched into one of the
day’s longest questions about how Judge Sirica could .review the rel~
evant Watergate conversations without listening to other presidential
meetings.
Lacovara assured him there was a mechanism to protect these other
conversations.
"Then," the Chief asked, "... there is, you suggest, no disagree,
ment between you and Mr. St. Clair?"
None, Lacovara assured him. And he closed carefully.
"... We submi[ that this Court should fully, explicitly, and
sively," Lacovara paused, "and definitively uphold Judge
cision."
St. Clair provided a short rebuttal, and the Chief ended the
at 1:o4. "The case is submitted," he said.
In the robing room afterward, the consensus was
for both sides had been generally uninspired. There was a
of head shaking and grumbling about St. Clair’s absolutist ’
a position that had not been made fully clear in his brief. It
more extraordinary now than ever.
.
The next morning the eight Justices met in conference to
the case. Everyone was well prepared The
of Douglas, Powell, Brennan and Stewart had defined the
case. Dealing first with the technical questions, they
the Sirica ruling on the subpoena was of sufficient constitutional si
nificance to be appealed to the Supreme Court. It was
them.
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The first disagreement arose when Powell held firm to the posihe had expressed in his memo on Rule 17(c), that there was a
ed fora.higher standard of evidence for presidents than for other
~eople.
White disagreed completely. The Court should ensure that the
was treated like any citizen, no more, no less. There was no
in the Constitution or elsewhere that a President was ento any higher standard. Moreover, if some such higher standard
~whether it be "necessity," "compelling need," or whatever--were
~tablished, White did not believe the Special Prosecutor had met it.
,, had met only the normal standard. Thus, White said, he would be
to dissent on that.point if the others supported Powell’s posi,
The discussion was sharp and heated. The question of the standard
only one possible sticking point. The difficult questions revolving
the grand jury’s naming of the President as an unindicted
~irator should be sidestepped, they all agreed.
On the central question of executive privilege, the Justices agreed
the judiciary’s specific need for sixty,four particular tapes for a
trial outweighed the President’s generalized claim of confidentiality. At the same time, they all acknowledged that some form of
e~ecutive privilege existed, at least implicitly.
Brennan saw the consensus immediately. The President did not
have a single vote, Even more encouraging, there was reason to believe that the gaps among the Justices could be bridged. A single
opinion seemed within reach. That would be the greatest deterrent to
a defiant President. Brennan decided to float again his suggestion of
a single opinion, authored by, and signed by, all eight: Someone had
to steer a middle ground between Powell and White--the emerging
antagonists on the question of standards for Presidents and other citi.zens. The Court could erupt into a confusing mixture of opinions,
concurrences and dissents. Without reconciliation, Richard Nixon
might find a loophole, The Chief was not capable of preventing that,
Brennan believed.
¯ Brennan spoke up. The Nixon challeng~ had to be met in the strongest way possible. An eight-signature opinion would do it. With the
memos now in circulation, they could bang out an opinion in a week
of concentrated effort. Each Justice might be given a section to work
on, and they could convene in a few days to measure progress. Brennan reminded them of the impact of nine signatures on the Little Rock
school opinion. It had been one of the Court’s finest moments. The
COuntry would benefit from such a show of strength now.
Having laid the groundwork carefully with each Justice, Brennan
sat back anticipating quick seconds. Instead there was an uneasy silence, not a word of support from~anyone. Brennan felt betrayed,
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figuring he was like one of the Watergate figures, left to twist slowly
in the wind.
The Chief broke the silence. He would take the opinion. The decision was similar to the Court’s famous Brown school desegregation
opinion; it required the Chief Justice. Burger hoped that he would be
able to have it out in a week, perhaps by the next Monday. Brennan
made a final appeal for a joint opinion. The Chief replied that he
would consider the assignment decision further and give his final
decision tomorrow. But Brennan knew the course "was set.
The clerks turned to humor to kill time as they waited to learn what
was going on. One of Powell’s clerks, disturbed by his boss’s memo
the day before, drafted a phony opinion and gave it very limited cir,
culation to the clerks’ dining room. "We believe the principle of executive privilege is important .... This case is different from all others
that will come before the Court. The Court should be guided by a
solicitous concern for the effective discharge of the President’s duties
and the dignity of his high office .....
"’However, we’re deciding this case differently, because Nixon isa
crook and somebody ought to throw the son of a bitch in jail."
Marshall laughed heartily when his clerks showed him a cop)
copies were destroyed for fear that one might fall into the
hands.
Marshall was afraid a single opiniorr would never attract all
votes. The Justices were agreed on the result, but not on the reason~
ing. The discussion in conference had been odd. Conversation ;
ference normally focused on a case in light of the
discussion had centered more on the Court’s role and power than on
the case.

The Chief got right to work with two of his clerks. Thi:
his most historic opinion, perhaps the Court’s most momentous
ion. This was an opiniOn that would establish the
dence from Richard Nixon. And, like Earl Warren before him
would pull together and holda unanimous Court on an
divisive issue
The Court could, to his mind, deal with no more sensitive
than the subtle relationships among the three branches of
ment: He had a passionate interest in the Aaron Burr case,
case of a subpoena being issued to a
Thomas Jefferson. A stil! life he had painted of a two-volume.
written about the Burr ease hung above the desk in his working
He had tried his hand at a dramatic play about the case, but never
finished it.
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. This would be the opinion that would give the Chief a chance to
draw on-his legal knowledge about the separation of powers, an exrtise hehad refined in the Adam Clayton Powell case, when he was
the Court of Appeals, and which had been reversed by the Warren
’
Burger knew that the possibility of a Senate impeachment trial was
more likely each day. Trusted clerks were assigned to gather
information on impeachment, on Senate trial procedures;
to review the trial of President Andrew Johnson, the only Presint to be impeached and brought to trial in the Senate. The clerks
rere instructed to maintain the utmost discretion. The discov~ery that
research was underway would trigger unwelcome news stories
headlines--"Chief Justice Expects Impeachment and~ Senate
Staff Busily at Work."
The Chief dreaded the prospect. His every ruling, as presiding ofwould be debated and criticized, every action measured as proThe Senators were unaccustomed to outsiders. All this
Chief Justice as trial judge in the spectacle of the cen~e bad for the Court and all courts. The judiciary would
be thrust into a political storm. However much Burger might enjoy
the limelight, a trial of Richard Nixon was disturbing. It could shatter
the Court’s general aloofness and distance from political events. Congress might retaliate.
The Chief’s clerks were well aware that their boss had never been
a trial judge. That was a problem in itself. More troublesome was his
tendency to fly off the handle when pressed. A Senate trial of the
President might last weeks, even months. Television cameras would
be focused on him’ The Chief was not equipped for such an ordeal.
His first impulses were too often wrong. His hasty reactions, in his
memos and opinion drafts and, they had heard indirectly, at conference, were generally filtered out by the Court process without ever
becoming public. Some of the Chief’s clerks feared that he would
flounder. Perhaps a man like Powell could keep things on an even
keel, but the Chief was sure to blunder. Worse still, he was smart
enough to realize it, and that would take a heavy toll on his selfesteem.
The problems of a Senate trial could be put aside; they were speculative. Fo~ the time being, Burger and his clerks focused on the work
at hand. Seated at the ceremonial desk in the conference °room, the
Chief told his clerks to pull up the two black leather chairs. They
Would work right there. He jotted down an outline in large block
letters. Each of them would take one section and begin drafting. Then
they would re~onvene, read through the work line by line, and correct
as they went. It was a tedious approach, but it was the Chief’s style.
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He worked best talking out the question, with someone to keep him
company.
They would begin with the facts section, Burger instructed. As always, the draft should be perfectly fair, there should be no slant, no ¯
clue as to the outcome. The briefs and internal Court memoranda had
sflmmarized the history and backgroiand of the case. The three men
worked late into the night.
Frustrated and gloomy, Brennan went to the Georgetown University Hospital to visit Earl Warren on Tuesday afternoon, July 9. The
former Chief was recuperating from a mild heart attack he had suffered the week before. It was his third hospitalization for heart trouble
in a year.
Warren was eager to know what was happening in the Nixon case.
Brennan delivered the good news: Nixon had lost, and it was unanimous. Predictably, the Chief had taken the opinion for himself.
The.irony was not lost on either man. The remnants of the Warren
Court, so hated by Nixon, and the emerging Nixon Court, so hated by
both Warren and Brennan, had banded together. Brennan left at about
5:3° P.M., glad that he had been able to give his old, dear friend a
needed lift.
Later that night Brennan learned by telephone that Warren had
suffered a cardiac arrest at 8:1o P.M. and died. When he heard the
news Brennan wept.
The Chief quickly released a statement praising his predecessor,
Warren had been "constantly" available for consultation on the growing problem of the federal courts .... " Burger accepted the
of one of his staff members that Warren’s body lie in state in the Grea[
Hall of the Court--an unusual honor.
Marshall, deeply grieved at the loss of the one white man who
done the most for black people in the twentieth century, also
publi~ statement, "When history is written, he’ll go down as one
the greatest Chief Justices the country has ever been blessed
think he is irreplaceable."
Brennan did not allow himself to spend too much time
The Nixon case had to be kept on track. Brennan had already
a memo on the standing question. He decided that it should now
to the Chief. Calling on his surface charm, he wrote a cover
and sent it Wednesday morning, July lo.
DEAR CI-IIEF,

I think the analysis tracks your oral analysis yesterday of the
Needless to say insofar as its incorporation, or any part of it, furthers your
preparation of the opinion I freely deed it to you in fee simple
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I don’t think I presume in saying that that is also the thought of the
bre~thren who have sent you memQs on this and other issues. I think
LeWis, Potter and Bill Douglas (I borrowed some Of the attached from
’Bill,s memo) have written out some particularly persuasive views.
I repeat that I enthusiastically share the view expressed I think by all
yesterday that we should announce our decision in this case as promptly
as the preparation of a thoughtful and comprehensive opinion will permit. To the extent you find useful what others of us have written out, that
objective is of(ourse furthered.
When the Chief got the memo, he didn’t think it offered much help;
Only Brennan would be so presumptuous. Of course, no decision
should wait beyond the time necessary to prepare "a thoughtful and
comprehensive opinion."
To Douglas, Richard Nixon was, and had been for nearly thirty
years, the enemy. The Nixon presidency had all the earmarks of a
hostile takeo(,er of government. Nixon was "the other side." Douglas
told friends how Nixon had once reminded him of a speech Douglas
had given more than thirty years before to Nixon’s law-school class at
Duke University. Nixon said the speech had been so impressive that
it inspired his own political career. Hearing that, Douglas said,, was
the most upsetting moment of his life, the only time he actually felt
suicidal.
Douglas was overjoyed that the case was going against Nixon. He
wanted to keep the Chief happy and see to it that Burger’s opinion
was as solidly anti-Nixon as possible. But Douglas was worried about
the timing. If he had been assigned to write the opinion; it would
have been out in a day or two. The work was already done and the
quickest denial of Nixon’s claim was in order. The House Judiciary
Committee had just released its own transcripts of eight of the Nixon
tapes that had been turned over earlier. In an elaborate 131-page,
side-by-side comparison the Committee had demonstrated that
Nixon’s version was hopelessly incomplete, that it had twisted meanings and had omitted damaging portions.
Nixon’s former aide John Ehrlichman, meanwhile, was on trial at
the Federal District Courthouse for approving the break-in at the office of Daniel Ellsberg’s psychiatrist. That outrageous crime typified
Nixon and his administration as far as Douglas was concerned. Douglas had long suspected that the. White House had broken into his
office and stolen a copy of his memoirs, and had bugged the conference room. He was sure, although he had no proof.
Since Nixon°s strategy was delay, the opinion writing must be
Speeded up. Late in the morning of July lo, Douglas phoned Brennan.
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Would Brennan join in another attempt to persuade the Chief to divide the opinion among all eight Justices? Warren’s death had
changed things, Douglas said. Burger would have the funeral preparations to worry about. The opinion could not be allowed to drag on.
all summer. Without a joint effort, it might do just that.
Brennan found Douglas’s request’amazing. Why hadn’t he spoken
during conferenc.e? He needed only to have seconded Brennan’s motion. Thi~ was unforgivable. The time to speak up had passed. Brennan would not lead a charge :ap that hill again.
But Douglas pushed him, and Brennan agreed finally to accompany
Douglas to the Chief’s office to discuss the matter. When they arrived,
the Chief seemed more relaxed than usual. He was conciliatory. He
was aware of their feelings, he said, but this was one of those cases
that would be better if written by a Chief Justice. of course he would
welcome the assistance of all the others. He sounded sincere to
Brennan.
Brennan could not help but feel that Warren’s death had sobered
the Chief. An outpouring of national praise for Warren as a great
leader, healer and compromiser might have prompted Burger to reas~
sess his relations with his colleagues. Perhaps Burger would adopt
Warren’s willingness to lead through compromise.
The Chief said that he would circulate each section of his ot " "
as soon as he finished it. Something would be ready in a day or so, and
he would welcome suggestions. ....
Douglas and Brennan knew the Chief had closed his mind on
subject. It was unlikely that he would turn the opinion over to the
others, now that he had begun work, They left, concluding
might have been worse. Perhaps a unanimous opinion, was still po~
siblemeven from the Chief’s chambers, Brennan said.
The Chief felt pressured. He had spent hours at his desk with his
two clerks, The work was going smoothly, Honoring his promise,
decided that the first two sections of the draft were ready to circulate
One dealt with the facts, the other with the technical, though
troversial, question of appealability. Just over a week had F
since conference. Perhaps now he would convince the ske
ability to turn out an opinion in timely fashion. Burger read
rial over and decided to add a brief cover memo.

MEMORANDUM TO THE CONFERENCE
The enclosed material is not intended to be final, and I will welcom~
--indeed I invite--your suggestions. Regards, WEB.

Though the job had eluded him, or he it, Potter Stewart knew what
it meant to be a Chief Justice. A Chief must be a statesman, a
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of the Court’s internal protocols, able to inspire, cajole and compromise, a man of integrity, who commanded the respect of his colleagues. But, most of all, a Chief Justice had to be a student of the
nation’s capital, able to see the politically inevitable, willing to weigh
the Court’s destiny against other Washington institutions. A Chief
Justice; Stewart believed, should be a man not unlike himself.
Warren Burger was none of these things. He was a product of Richard Nixon’s tasteless White House, distinguished in appearance and
bearing, but without substance or integrity. Burger was abrasive to his
colleagues, persistent in ignorance, and, worst of all, intellectually
~dishonest. "On ocean liners," Stewart told his clerks, "they used to
have :two captains. One for show, to take the women to dinner. The
other to pilot the ship safely. The Chief is the show captain. All we
need now is a real captain." Stewart was convinced that the Chief
could never lead them-to a safe, dignified opinion befitting one of the
most important cases in the Court’s history.
When the Chief’s first two sections came in, Stewart read them
carefully. The facts section was poorly written, dashed off with little
care. There was not enough attention to the sequence of events or to
the key issues.
The section on appealability was not much better. It offered no
cogent response to St. Clair’s argument that Sirica should first have
held Nixon in contempt before the case could be brought to the Court.
This should not have become a complicated section to draft. Douglas’s
draft had already included two simple reasons’why the Court could
and had to intervene: the risk of a constitutional confrontation between the two branches of government; and the protracted litigation
that might result if normal contempt procedures were followed.
The next afternoon, July 11, Stewart and Powell talked about what
should be done with the Chief’s sections. The two men agreed that
they were awful. If they were not vastly improved, the sections would
be an embarrassment to the Court. Even worse, if they foreshadowed
the quality of what was to come, the opinion not only would hurt the /
Court’s reputation, but could damage its. future relations with the lJ
other branches of the govemment. This opinion would be analyzed/
and dissected for years to come.
All of the eight Justices seemed to be in general agreement on the
basic outline. It would be a shame not to produce the best~ possible
piece of legal work, which the Chief could not conceivably do alone.
Despite what he said about welcoming comments from the rest, they
knew Burger rarely incorporated individual suggestions unless he
saw a risk of losing his majority.
Stewart and Powell talked strategy. Brennan’s suggestion of a joint
Opinion could be implemented, but they would have to work behind
the Chief’s back. Each of the other Justices would systematically pro-
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pose alternative drafts to various of the Chief’s sections. They all
could then express their preference for the substitute sections. Seeing
that he was outnumbered, the Chief would be forced to capitulate.
They would have to gauge White’s thinking and see if he could be
brought along. Blackmun would have to be won over at once. AIthough he had broken with Burger’~in the past and was disgusted by
Watergate, Blackmun might support Burger here. They would have to
enlist hlm quickly, tactfully, somewhat indirectly. They knew that
Blackmun enjoyed preparing the detailed facts sections in cases. If he
could be persuaded to redo the facts section, the others could praise
it, suggest it be incorpor.ated, in reality substituted. That would cement an alliance with Blackmun. In turn, he would support the alternative drafts on the other sections. Once committed, Blackmun could
oppose the Chief as forcefully as any of them. Stewart left the discussion convinced that the center could once again control the outcome,
though it would not be easy.
In addition, Stewart was as concerned with Powell as with any of
the others. His proposed section on executive privilege had been
Powell both at his best and at his worst. By trying to steer a middle
course, Powell had accepted too much of the claim of executive privilege. On Powell’s bottom line, the President lost and would have to
turn over his tapes, but his language was hat-in-hand. It might provide
the President with a rationale for defiance.*
Powell saw it differently. He was sure that his memorandum would
set the style and tone of the final opinion. Brennan had already told
him he was "greatly impressed," and Brennan could bring his liberal
colleagues, Marshall and Douglas, on board. Stewart was in agreement. Blackmun could be persuaded. White, of course, had to be
convinced, perhaps with Stewart’s help.
That left the Chief. Powell believed that his approach would ~
to Burger. Powell was sure that the Chief wanted to 1~
the cliff at the point where the fall was the shortest. Powell’s memo:
randum gave weight to executive privilege, recognizing each
President’s .arguments. His was the only proposal that solved the
icate problem of issuing an order to another branch of the government
in a manner least likely to provoke defiance.
¯
Later that afternoon, Powell and Stewart approached Blackmun.
The Chief’s facts were inadequate. Only Blackmun could repair the
* Powell’s proposal said that in deciding the case "a court should be. guided by a
solicitous
for the effective discharge of [the President’s] duties and the dignity
. concern
. that there was a ,,pubhc. interest
.
. preserving
~
. the
ofh~s¯ h~gh
office.,, Powell had said
~n
confidentiality of the Oval Office and in avoiding vexatious harassment of an incumbent
President.. "Protecting the confidentiality of the President "is of an entirely different
order of importance" than protecting that of an ordinary citizen.
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damage, they said. Blackmun readily agreed. He would do his best
with the facts. He certainly could do better than the Chief had done..
He gathered all the relevant material and headed for the Justices’
ro

WhenrBrennan heard of the Stewart’Powell plan, he thought it was
He was also delighted to learn that Blackmun had so
tsiastically expressed his independence. Brennan agreed that
Biackmun should handle the facts. He thought the rest of the lineup
equally obvious. Douglas should take on appealability; he himself
standing; White the 17(c) rule on admissibility and relevance; and
Powell and Stewart, together, the extremely sensitive executive
~ction. Marshall, the Court’s least productive worker, could
mollified without giving him a section.
Stewart took the first step. "Dear Chief," he wrote, "Responding to
your circulation of yesterday, I think, with all due respect, that Bill
Douglas’s draft on appealability is entirely adequate..."
Brennan quickly followed with a similar memo to the Chief praising
Douglas~s section.
Powell dictated a single cautious sentence: "Dear Chief: Potter’s
suggestion as to Bill Douglas’s draft on appealability is entirely acceptable to me. Sincerely, Lewis."
Douglas sent his own "Dear Chief" memo saying Brennan had
shown him a proposal on the standing section: "... It seems to me to
be adequate and might put us quickly another rung up the ladder if
the other Brethren agree."
When a copy of Douglas’s memo arrived in his chambers, Brennan
was afraid that it might appear that he was circulating sections privately. He immediately sent his stand/i~ag section, previously given
only to the Chief and Douglas, to all.I:h¢, e others.
The four memos from Stewart, Powell, Brennan and Douglas were
greeted by the Chief with some consternation. He had hardly begun
and four of his colleagues were already criticizing his work. Everyone
seemed to be in such a hurry. Deciding to meet what he thought they
saw as the major problempa possible d~lay of the opinionpBurger
gathered together his drafts of the standing and 17(c) sections for
circulation. In a cover memo, he said: "I believe we have encountered
no insoluble problems to this point."
The Chief then decided to confront the others’ concern about delay
in a second memo:
MEMORANDUM TO THE CONFERENCE
I have received various memos in response to preliminary and partial
sections circulated.
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With the sad intervention of Chief Justice Warren’s death, the sched_
ules of all of us have been altered. I intend to work without interruption
(except for some sleep) until I have the "privilege" section complete and
the final honing complete on all parts.
I think it is unrealistic to consider a Monday, July 15, announcement.
This case is too important to "rush" un~uly although it is in fact receiving
priority treatment.
I wou, ld hope we could meet an end-of-the-week announcement, i.e.,
July 19 or thereabouts.

Brennan was extremely frustrated by the Chief’s memo. Certainly
there was agreement that J.uly x5 was not a realistic announcement
date, but not for the reasons Burger gave. The Chief simply did not
perceive the problem: all of his sections needed major rewriting.
The next morning, Friday, July 12, Douglas was appalled at the
Chief’s standing section which dealt with the question of whether
Jaworski could sue the President. It borrowed from the Brennan draft,
but contained neither a satisfactory explanation of the regulations governing the prosecutor’s office nor the fact that those regulations had
the force of law. In Douglas’s view, the Chief had failed to fully and
conclusively establish that the courts often resolved disputes within
other branches of government. Obviously the Chief didn’t really believe the courts should get involved in such disputes. Burger still
believed he was right and Warren wrong in the Adam Clayton Powell
case.
The day before, Douglas had told the Chief that Brennan’s standing
section was "adequate." Now Douglas decided to be more explicit.
Putting his felt-tip pen to paper again, he wrote to Burger that he had
just reread Brennan’s suggestions and "would, with all respect, prefer
it over the version which you circulated this morning."
Stewart thought Douglas s memo was too harsh. If they appeared to
be running ~ the Chief, he would get his back up and they would
win nothing. It was pointless to provoke him. Stewart was sure they
had to join at least one of the four sections the Chief had already
circulated. Since his standing section was the least offensive, and in
some respects, one of the least important, provided it-said the Special
Prosecutor had standing, it was the section to join. A join at this point
would also put some distance between himself and Brennan;
erally that was valuable strategy when dealing with the Chief.
Stewart drafted a memo saying that with a minor
tuting "the President’s" for "an executive"~he could go along with
the Chief’s standing section. "If that change is made, I .could subscribe to this draft as part of the opinion," Stewart wrote. He also
added, b~th to prod the Chief and to conciliate Brennan, "I could
equally cheerfully subscribe to Bill Brennan’s version."
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One of Stewart’s clerks was given the memo to forward to the Chief
the other chambers. Reading it over, the clerk thought his boss
too conciliatory to the Chief. Burger’s standing section was
enough. The opinion was more important than the Chief’s
, S~nce Stewart had left for Earl Warren’s funeral and was not
kbe back that day, the clerk took matters into his own hands
slipped the original and all copies of the memo into his desk
He would raise the subject with Stewart the next day. He
Stewart would be glad the memo had not been sent.
funeral at Washington’s National Cathedral provided
moment for reflection for the Justices.
and Mrs. Nixon were there, and the Justices had agreed
~would only be proper that they avoid any exchange or contact with
After the service, however, Nixon stepped forward to
escort Mrs. Warren out of the Cathedral. The Justices moved aside
their distance.
The car ride across the Potomac River to Arlington National Cemete~ seemed to take an eternity. At the grave site, taps Sounded, the
Army band played "America the Beautiful," and the flag draped over
the coffin was removed and handed to Burger, who in turn, gave it to
M~S. Warren.
Back at the Court, Douglas went over the Chief’s proposed section
on the 17(c) standard. It recited the contentions of each side and
described the governing case law.*
Burger said the Court could not conclude that Judge Sirica was in
error in finding that Jaworsk~ had met the 17(c) standard. By putting it
negatively, the Chief left the distinct implication that a higher standard than routine application of Rule 17(c) had to be met.
Douglas was furious. This was not the sense of the conference. He
wrote a memo to the Chief declaring that he would not join the Chief’s
proposed section.
For three days, White had said little, lying in wait. He saw the Rule
x7(c) section as the key. That was what the.case was about. Would the
existing rules and law be applied to the President in the same manner
as they would be to any other citizen? The Chief’s answer was ambigUOus. He had tilted toward raising the standard. So White rewrote the
section to enhance the importance of Rule 17(c) as a simple application of existing law.
Since the President had claimed the standards of 17(C) had not been
* One case (Bowman Dairy Co. v. United States) established that such subpoenaed
material had to be produced before trial, while another (United States v. Iozia) prohibited "fishing expeditions" to gather more evidence for a criminal trial.
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met, White wrote, the Court must first overcome this barrier before
deciding any other questions. Quoting from the rule, White noted that
the subpoena may be quashed if it is found to be "unreasonable or
oppressive." But, White said, the Special Prosecutor had--through
the sealed record of grand-jury proceedings shown in most’instances
that one or more participants in the subpoenaed conversations had
testified that Watergate was discussed.
"As we see it there is a sufficient likelihood that each of the tapes
contains conversations relevant to the Watergate case..." White
wrote. Not only were the tapes relevant, but it was"suffit~c~ently"
likely" that the tapes would be admissible as evidence at trial. No
"cogent" objection to their introduction as proper evidence could be
lodged. The only possible objection was that the statements were
hearsay. But, White wrote, under court decisions the hearsay rule
does not apply to a defendant’s recorded out-of-court conversations
with a coconspirator. They would be admissible at least against the
defendant. And if a conspiracy was shown, the statetnents were admissible against all defendants, whether present or not, if made in
furtherance of the conspiracy. Addressing the question of statements
by unindicted coconspirator Nixon, White wrote, "The same is true of
declarations of coconspirators who are not defendants in the case on
trial.’"
White had his suggestions retyped and took them to Stewart, who
liked the approach. It answ.ered questions that the White House co’aid
raise in order to keep the tapes from being used at trial.
With that, White decided to circulate his proposal. "’DEAR Ct-IIEF,"
he wrote, "The attached is the bare bones of an alternative treatment
which I am now embellishing to some extent. Sincerely, BYrtON.’"
Douglas got his copy and pounced at once. He agreed with Whit~
proposed XT(C) section, he declared in a memo to the Chief.
was also pleased with White’s proposal. It seemed wholly in line with
his own suggestions on Rule 17(c) that had circulated the day of orals.
In order to preserve his position with Powell, he decided not t~
dorse White’s memo formally.
"
:
Powell was distressed at White’s memo; the President was
nothing, no extra consideration. Even Brennan had said the courts
should be "particularlyme"tlcuious" "to insure that Rule 17(c).had been
correctly applied. Desiring to reach a middle ground, Powell
lated his own revised memo. He dropped his "necessit3
and substituted a requirement that a "special showing" be made~ to
establish that the material was essential. At the bottom, of Brennan
copy, Powell wrote in his own hand, "I have tried to move fairly
to your original memo on this point, as I understand it, and what you
said at conference. LEwis."
Brennan was confused by the personal note. In his own
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Brennan had purposely steered clear of endorsing a higher standard,
particularly a "’special showing"--whatever that might be.
The Chief, who had at first been mildly bewildered by the sudden
acti~zity, was now angry. Brennan, Douglas, Powell, Stewart and now
Whitemof all people--~-were sabotaging his work. Marshall had been
silent, but he would certainly follow Brennan. Burger had an insurrection on his hands. He decided to waste no time in getting to Blackmun, his one remaining ally.
Blackmun had just finished his crash project of revising the statement of facts in the case when the Chief appeared at the door to his
~hambers. It was an awkward moment. Burger had no idea what
Blackmun was preparing.
The Chief entered Blackmun’s office and began complaining bitterly about the criticism he was getting on nearly all fronts. Ten critical memos had flown back and forth in the past two days. He could
barely get a rough draft out of his typewriter before someone was
circulating a counterdraft, suggestions or alternatives. It was amazing,
he said. He could not get the counterdraft read before a barrage of
memos arrived approving everyone’s work but his own.
Blackmun listened.
Didn’t the other Justices realize that he had been busy with the
Warren funeral, the Chief said? He had his always-growing administrative duties, managing the building, the 600 federal judges. "It’s my
opinion," he finally asserted, "’they are trying to take it away from
me."

Blackmun hated scenes, and he disliked crossing the Chief. But it
was time to tell the Chief where he stood.
"Before you go on, I think you should see this," Blackmun said,
handing the Chief his revision of the facts section.
"What’s this, Harry, a few suggested changes you’d like?"
"No," Blackmun said. "It’s an entirely new section which I think
you should substitute for your initial draft."
"Well," said the Chief, flustered, "it’s too late now for such major
revisions.’"
"Would you at least please read the new draft?" Blackmun asked.
Burger’s eyes flashed. He turned and stormed out the door without
a word.
Blackmun wanted to calm the Chief. He picked up one of the perfectly sharpened pencils on hi~.desk and wrote a cover memo for his
facts section.
"DEAR CHIEF, With your letter of July’lo you recommended and
invited suggestions. Accordingly, I take the liberty of suggesting herewith a revised statement of facts and submit it for your consideration."
He continued in a more personal vein. "Please believe me when I
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say that I do this in a spiritof cooperation and not of criticism. I am
fully aware of the pressures that presently beset all of us:" The draft
was circulated. The tone of the cover memo signaled several of the
Justices that something had happened. Blackmun told them about his
encounter w~th the Chief. The incident became known as the "Et Tu
,Harry" story.
When the clerk network passed word that Blackmun had agreed to
draft a eounterstatement of the facts, several clerks joked that Blackmun would write it like his Flood v. Kuhn baseball antitrust opinion.
He would begin the facts, "’There have been many great Presidents,"
and then list thirty-six Presidents, leaving out the thirty-seventh,
Richard Nixon.
Brennan was elated both by the revised Facts section and by word
that Blackmun had stood up to the Chief. He wrote a memo that
rubbed salt in the wound. "DEAR CHIEF: I think that Harry’s suggested revision of the Statement of Facts is excellent and I hope you
could incorporate it in the opinion."
Stewart, too, was quite happy to see the Blackmun section. To one
degree or another, all seven Justices were now confronting the Chief.
But Burger’s position could, harden in the face of such pressure. Stewart had three minor points he wanted to add to Blackmun’s section, to
show that he was not just criticizing the Chief’s work. He wrote
Burger: "I think Harry Blackmun’s revision of the statement of facts
is a fine job, and I would join it as part of the Court opinion, wi~ a
couple of minor additions."
Brennan went to the Court on Saturday, July 13. It was unusual for
him to come in on a Saturday, but to preserve the momentum he felt
he must stay on top of developments. He checked to see who else was
there. Douglas had returned to Goose Prairie; Blaekmun was attending a conference in New York City; Powell was in Richmond; Marshall was at home. Only Stewart and White were in the building. The
three discussed the situation. It was nearly noon. White, accustomed
to an early lunch, suggested they go out to eat. He preferred a quiet
place near the Court, where they would probably not be recognized
on a Saturday.
White and Stewart each invited two of their clerks: The three Justices and four clerks piled into White’s car and drove to the Market
Inn, a dimly lit restaurant on the other side of the Capitol. They sat in
a dark corner of the almost empty restaurant, near the bar. A motley
assortment of pin-ups, etchings and paintings of nude women covered
the walls.
"Bill, you’re the guy who likes nudes. What do you think of these?"
White joked.
Brennan laughed. Then he quickly got down to business.
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The Chief’s drafts had invited anarchy. The Court had fractionalized at each new circulation by the Chief. In addition to the objections
everyone had noted, the Chief’s work was sloppy and ungrammatical.
Brennan declared, was going to embarrass the Court.
Stewart agreed. The Chief was, once again, not doing his homework. The delay he proposed was absurd.
A clerk suggested that perhaps the Chief wanted to scuttle the opin¯ He would if he could, the Justices seemed to agree.
criticized the Chief’s work--its general imprecision, its
ss rhetoric, its lack of analysis.
"’I don’t know what it says or what it means," Stewart agreed.
’ Exactly,. Brennan said. The vague language floating out there was
very "dangerous."
"~. The Justices found themselves entering the clerks’ longstanding
debate: Was the Chief evil or stupid?
Finally,’ Brennan declared that he for one .favored firmer action.
Since the Chief had not responded to any of the many suggestions
they had supplied, they should put together an entire alternative draft
from their work to date. They could no longer just make piecemeal
suggestions and propose alternatives and hope the Chief would incorporate them, Brenna~ said. There was enough material in circulation
to fashion a solid opinion, a composite counterdraft. Acting in concert,
no single Justice would be out on a limb challenging the Chief.
Stewart, however, noted that he had sent out a memo the day before
essentially going along with the Chief’s standing section. Even
though Brennan’s section was better, Stewart argued that they had to
go along with one of the Chief’s sections. If they did eventually force
through an alternative draft, Stewart said, they would still want and
need the Chief’s vote for unanimity. It was important to demonstrate
support for at least one part of his work.
Stewart’s clerk, the one who had impounded his memo, sat feeling
very uneasy. With a troubled look, he told Stewart that the memo
backing Burger’s standing section had not been circulated.
"Why?" Stewart asked.
"Because it is in my desk drawer," the clerk replied.
"You’ll deliver that after lunch," Stewart said sharply.
White again raised the 17(c) question. He repeated his strong opposition to any requirement, even hint of a need, for a higher standard
for presidential subpoenas. .,
Stewart also felt they should not fashion a higher standard, but said
he thought such presidential material should be treated differently.
The district court judge should inspect it in private before it was
turned over to the prosecutor.
Brennan agreed with Stewart. He suggested that White include in
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his rewrite of 17(c) something along the lines of Brennan’s own suggestion that the courts be "particularly meticulous" in applying the
17(c) standard to presidential subpoenas.
White said that would be possible. He would circulate by late afternoon a fuller version of his section on the 17(c) standard.
rep!ied.feels
~ Yes,
You White
know Lewis
~ quite differently? Brennan said.
But the question remained. How far could the Chief be pushed?
What were his limits on this case? The discussion went around the
table. How dangerous was the Chief’s opinion really? If it did nothing
¯ truly damaging to the law and was just his usual sloppy work, bad
grammar, and memorable lapses in language usage--what, then, was
their responsibility? This was not a case, they agreed, in which they
could just concur in the result.
What sort of counterweight was a rump majority against a .Chief
Justice who had assigned the formal opinion to himself?. Theoretir
cally, they could take the opinion from him, But practically, Stewart
pointed out, they might make more trouble for themselves than was
necessary. After all, they had not seen the guts of the case--the
Chief’s section on executive privilege..
There were nods around the table. White too preferred a middle
ground that would avoid a head-on collision with the Chief.
They paid for their lunches, Dutch treat. In the caron the way back,
someone mentioned the Ehrlichman trial. He had been found guill7~
the day before. Stewart said that, as a white man, he would not want
to be tried in the District of Columbia, Where the juries were predom- ......
inantly black.
~
"You bet your ass," Brennan agreed.
The clerks quickly dubbed the meeting "the conspiracy
was unusual for them to meet with Justices other than their own,
especially to plot strategy. As they saw it, the Justices were
a coup.
Back inhis office, White decided to accommodate Brennan.
his own six long paragraphs and added a seventh, at the end,
almost verbatim from Brennan’s own suggestions on the 17(c)" star~~dard. It included the "particularly meticulous" language. He made
only one change. Where Brennan had said in conclusion that
Sirica’s refusal to quash Jaworski’s subpoena’was "aml~
White substituted "consistent with Rule 17(c)," the re
That made it clear that this case really was being handled
normal standard.
White ordered his section typed. It was virtually the same as his
"bare bones" memo of the day before.
The next morning, Sunday, July 14, Brennan redrafted Powell’s
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;ection on the standard for presidential subpoenas, trying to get it
~ser to White’s 17(c) position. But he retained Powell’s sentence
"the District Court did not rest on satisfaction of Rule XT(C)
Still convinced that there had to be a national security excepBrennan reworked his section on instructions to the judge, again
~that claims could be accepted for "national defense, foreign
or internal security." But, he wrote, the legitimacy of those
rested finally with the judgment of the District Court. After
the President’s arguments, it could still order both in camera
and eventual delivery to the Special Prosecutor. It was
stronger than his own earlier draft.
morning, July 15, Brennan, White and Stewart met again
tip where they had left off at Saturday lunch. White said he
read through Brennan’s revision of Powell’s 17(c)section and did
like it. He and Powell were on very different tracks. White would
~ even a suggestion of higher standards for a president.
tw that White had dug in on 17(c). White could be as
as the Chief. In addition to his original reservations about
Justices developing substitute opinions and trying to force
them on the Chief, White now had second thoughts about substituting
sections one at a time. Even that might be going too far. He left the
meeting quite concerned and went back to his chambers. The cabal
was out of control. Brennan was pushing too hard. The Chief would
see Brennan’s hand in this if he hadn’t seen it already. White was
loath to have it appear that he had drifted under Brennan s influence.
He had to prove his independence both to the Chief and to Brennan.
White swiveled to the right for his typewriter.
DEAR CHIEF: Your statement of the facts and your drafts on appealability
and (standing) are satisfactory to me, although I could subscribe to most
of what is said in other versions that have been submitted to you.
My views on the Ru.le 17(c) issue you already have.
With respect to the existence and extent of executive privilege... I
cannot fathom why the President should be permitted to withhold the
out-of-cotirt statements of a defendant in a criminal case... For me, the
interest in sustaining confidentiality disappears when it is shown that the
President is in possession of out-of-court declarations of those, such as
[Charles W.] Colson and Dean, who have been sufficiently shown to be
co-conspirators .... Shielding such a conspiracy in. the making or in the
process of execution carries t,h.e privilege too far.

White had the memo retyped and sent simultaneously to the Chief
and to all the other Justices. When Brennan received it, he decided
that the weekend’s work had been wasted. White had gone at least
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halfway over to the Chief’s side. Without a unified front, the Chief
would never accept the other Justices’ revisions.
Brennan had to get White back in the fold. He jotted out a memo:
"’DEAR BYRON: I fully agree with your expanded Sec. 17(c) treatment,.
recirculated July 13, 1974, and hope it can serve to cover that issue in
the Court’s opinion." He specified that copies be sent to all the others,
including the Chief. Maybe that would appease White.
Stewart followed with a similar memo to the Chief.
"I agree with Byron’s revision of the discussion of the Rule 17(c)
issues," Stewart said.
Trouble had surfaced, however, on another front. Marshall’s clerks
were miffed that they and their boss had not been included in Saturday’s "’conspiracy lunch." They told Marshall about the lunch, and he
was mildly put off. Somewhat overstating Marshall’s reaction, they
then told Brennan’s clerks that Marshall was quite upset that the others would meet without telling him. Marshall was so displeased, they
said, that he might not even join the effort to force an alternative draft
or sections on the Chief, even if he were invited.
When Brennan heard of the hurt feelings in Marshall’s chambers,
he was out the door at once.
He reminded Marshall that he had not been in the building on
Saturday. Otherwise he would, of course, have been invited to the
lunch. Brennan then undertook in some detail to bring Marshall up to
date. His support was crucial, particularly given the widening difficulties with White and Powell. Douglas had deserted to Goose Prairie. And you could never tell when Blackmun would bolt to the Chief.
Perhaps White had already done so.
Marshall said that he would go along. His clerks drafted a short
memo for him to sign. It was the coldest prose they coul~l fashion.
DEAR CHIEF:

1. I agree with Byron’s recirculation.., of the section on x7(c).
2. I agree with Harry’s Statement of Facts,
3- I agree with Bill Brennan’s treatment of the section on [Standing].
4. I agree with Potter’s memorandum on the question of appealability.
Sincerely,
T.M.

Brennan was relieved. The memo was more direct than he expected. TM.was back on the team.
Marshall’s memo went off like a grenade in the Chief’s chambers.
Of all the memos this was the most combative. It obviously reflected
the sentiments of Marshall’s clerks, and the fact that Marshall was
giving them free rein. It would be hard to budge that chambers.
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It wasn’t only Marshall’s chambers. The Chief’s clerks could see
the hands of their fellow clerks in other chambers in all the various
alternative drafts and supporting memos. They realized that because
the seven other Justices had no other cases to work on, their clerks
had little to do. So the Justices and the clerks spent their time cutting
the Chief’s rough, preliminary drafts to ribbons.
Burger was calmer. Idle hands do the devil’s work, he advised his
clerks. The others were nitpicking and trying to spoon-feed him, he
said, but it wouldn’t work. He had never responded to that kind of
pressure. Their job was to keep working and take the opinion a step
at a time.
But the Chief was also beginning to feel more insulted and less
bemused by the patronizing ~approach of his colleagues. He resented
the challenge to his authority and competence. It was different in the
English legal system he loved so much. Once when he was in England for a judicial meeting, everyone was talking and the senior
English judge had just lifted his finger. The others had stopped in
midsentence. The senior judge did not even have to speak to obtain
silence. Unfortunately, the Chief Justice of the United States did not
command the same respect.
But the Chief decided to fight back with a memo to the conference
on the nature of his prerogatives as the designated author.
My effort to accommodate everyone by sending out "first drafts" is not
working out.
I do not contemplate sending out any more material until it is ready.
This will take longer than I had anticipated and you should each make
plans on an assumption that no more material ~vill be circulated for at
least one week.

The Chief had been getting support, meanwhile, from an unexpected quarter. Douglas had been shuttling down to one of the telephones near Goose Prairie and calling the Chief with words of
encouragement.
Yes, it was a Chief Justice opinion, Dbuglas had reassured Burger.
The sections looked good. Douglas requested that Burger keep him
informed and let him see the rough of the privilege section as soon as
possible.
The Chief knew that Douglas’s zeal in the tapes cas~ somehow
went beyond the legal issues..Nevertheless he appreciated Douglas’s
SUpport. To ensure that his reclusive colleague in Goose Prairie
would stay with him, he immediately dispatched a copy of his privilege section. Then he drafted another memo to the conference.
In my earlier memo today on our "timetable" I should have mentioned
that at Bill Douglas’s urgent request I mailed him a very rough draft of
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what I had worked up on the weekend on the "privilege" section. On
reviewing it Sunday I came to the conclusion that while it may be useful
to Bill at his distance to show my "direction" it was far too rough and
incomplete for circulation and I will not circulate it generally. Regards.,
WEB.

The Chief knew that as the senior Associate Justice and the symbolic liberal, Douglas had great influence. More importantly, if the
end product suited him, Douglas would not quibble over a paragraph
or a word. A tacit acceptance of the draft by Douglas could turn the
tide.
At the "conspiracy luncheon," Stewart had offered to redraft Pow,
eli’s section on executive privilege, and now he got down to work,
Altering Powell’s deferential language, Stewart wrote that confidentiality in government was important, but he stated firmly that in every
case, the Courts, never the executive, would make a final determina~
tion. Stewart chose a simpler argument than Powell. He adapted and
enlarged upon the argument already made by Douglas, that due process would be denied everyone--prosecutors, defendants, witnesses,
the public at large--if all the evidence was not turned over.
More importantly, on the sticky issue of the Rule 17(C) standard,
Stewart lowered Powell’s standard from "compelling justification" to
a milder "sufficient justification." That might safely allow him to ~alk
the line between Powell and White.
On Tuesday, July 16, Stewart privately sent his redraft to PoweI1
and Powell said it was acceptable. Stewart concluded that Powell had
given up on the higher standard’ Buttressed by Powell’s
Stewart sent copies to White, Brennan and Marshall. Those three then
met to review Stewart’s section and passed word to Stewart that it
acceptable. White and Powell had finally found a point of agreement,
Stewart hoped..
As best he could tell, Stewart now had five votes for the
Rather than further aggravate the Chief, Stewart decided not to
his own substitute draft to the Chief but to wait for the Chief’s circu~
lation on the privilege section.
Of all the Justices, Stewart was at once the most desirous ofconfron’
tation and the most committed to compromise. The tension betw,
the two impulses at times seemed to exhilarate him.

The Chief spent the day grinding out his privilege section. Th~
work went faster than he had expected. He tried to borrow
from someof the ideas provided by Powell, Douglas, and even
nan, and the pieces fell together nicely. The Chief found Brennan’s
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~ surp
" gly deferential to the President. Brennan’s "naforeign affairs and internal security" exception to what
be initially submitted to Sirica’s court was extraordinarily
certainly presented the White House with many opportuni¯ evidence from Sirica.
~ House had not claimed any such exemptions, the
want to invite them. "Absent a claim of need to protect
or sensitive national-security secrets," the Chief
House’s invocation of executive privilege hardly
in~ this case from an in camera inspection of the subpoenaed
the Chief had what he felt was a satisfactory draft.
to make an appeal to perhaps the most obviously conspirioflthe Justices. He reached Brennan by phone at home.
¯ Brennan he had finished a draft of the privilege section
to have a copy before Brennan left for Nantucket
~ekend.
said he would be delighted to see it.
him that things were moving faster than he had indicated
before, the Chief hinted that the opinion could come down
;’weekend perhaps on Monday, July 22.
cl would be good, Brennan said. The Chief was obviously
,~nt mood. They fell into an animated discussion of nonmatters.
Eiarly the
next morning, Wednesday, July 17, Brennan received his
the executive-privilege section. On initial reading, Brennan
it was in better shape than the Chief’s other sections. There
some problems. First, the Chief was not emphatic in
m.eeting the White House challenge by restating the ultimate resp_onSibility of the courts to decide all such constitutional disputes. Second, the Chief talked of the "competing demands" of the executive
and judicial branches, which had to be weighed in order to determine
~hich would prevail. That determination turned on the extent to
which each branch’s "core functions" were involved. Such functions
for the executive included war powers, the conduct of foreign relations, and the veto power. On the other hand, one of the "core functions of the judiciary was ensuring that all evidence was available for
a criminal trial.
,
The Chief then reasoned that in the tapes case a "tore function" of
tsdhie~e judiciary was clearly involved, whereas none was .fo.r _th.e ~Pre, sit. Under that reasoning the President lost. The Ch.leI ~had also
t~.est.epPed
Powell’s
demand for
higher ,standard
by.sxmply
sa,y,~.ng
at the special
prosecutor
hada shown
’a sufficiently
compelling
~eed" for the material to be inspected by Judge Sirica.
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Brennan assumed that the core functions formulation a potentially
vague and expandable creation could probably be rendered harm.
less by limiting its meaning to foreign affairs, military or state secrets.
It was doubtful, he felt, that the Chief would balk at that.
Though it was rough, Brennan felt that the draft was adequate and
immediately told the Chief so. He recommended that Burger circulate
it.
Encouraged by this response, Burger sent the section around~ A full
opinion draft, he told the others, would be ready by the end of the
week.

The other Justices were not happy with the Chief’s privilege section. Stewart didn’t trust it. He particularly did not like the core
functions analysis. Even if more narrowly defined than in the Chief’s
draft, the term implied that a President had an absolute constitutional
prerogative over his core functions. These "core" functions were very
loosely outlined as the Chief named them--war, foreign relations, the
veto power or, as the Chief had written, whatever was implied when
the President was "performing duties at the very core of hi s constitutional role."
That was precisely Nixon’s claim. He was fighting the subpoena on
the basis of just such broad definitions. Language like that could arm
Nixon’s defense. There were dangerous sentences in the Chiefs draft,
such as:
"... The courts must follow standards and implement procedures that
will adequately protect the undoubted need to preserve the legitimate
confidentiality of that office."
or

"’The courts have shown the utmost deference to presidential acts in
the performance of Article II core functions."
or

"In the present case, however, the reason for the claim is somewhat
removed from the central or core function of the Chief Executive.’"
Not only did the analysis present problems for the current case--in
some areas almost inviting a Nixon rebuttalmbut a phrase like "core
functions" could invite future chaos. The Court could find itself with
years of work defining what was and wasn’t a core function. The
expression could exclude the Court from intervening in future disputes.
Powell agreed with Stewart. When they met with Brennan and Marshall, Stewart made his case, and Powell supported him. Marshall
agreed.
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however, disagreed. The term could be rendered harmnarrowing the definition. It was more important to keep the
;f on track.
Stewart argued. The Chief had moved into dangerous territory.
, Brennan saw the others were flatly opposed and was embarrassed
’ his initial enthusiasm. They might well be right about core funcBrennan, holding out for a compromise, said he was sure the
not wedded to the term or the analysis.
four decided to nibble at the Chief’s privilege section a subsec~ time. Stewart should circulate only the portions of his substis’ection that might be added to the Chief’s, particularly the
v. Madison restatement--the portion that forthrightly and
that the courts had absolute authority to resolve the
They would wait until the Chief circulated his full opinion,
from facts to privilege, to attack the concept of core functions.
Before leaving for Nantucket on Thursday, July x8, Brennan dietated a memo to Burger.
I~EAR CHIEF,

This will formally confirm that your "working draft" circulated July 17,
of "The Claim of Executive Privilege" reflects for me a generally satisfactory approach... I do however agree with Potter, that St. Clair’s argument, that the President alone has the power to decide the question of
privilege, must be dealt with. Potter’s suggested way is satisfactory to me.
Brennan closed by saying that he expected to have some more suggestions and would pass them on.
Marshall’s memo to the Chief was even fainter in its praise of
Burger’s-draft. "I agree with its basic structure, and believe that it
provides a good starting point with which we can work." But, he
added, he ~agreed with Stewart that the White House position that the
President should ultimately decide what is privileged should be
"firmly and unequivocally" rejected.
Marshall also objected to two footnote~. Number five in the Chief’s
privilege draft said that the Constitution does not mention executive
privilege. "There is similarly nothing said in the Constitution authorizing the very subpoena at issue in this case," Marshall~ said. This
footnote should be dropped, Marshall said, adding that he saw "no
reason to raise any doubt on this score or to discuss the question at
all."
Footnote number seven distressed Marshall even more. Leaving
Open the question of specific claims of privilege on foreign policy or
national security matters, the Chief had written that "deference" was
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also due "discussion of highly sensitive domestic policies, for exampie, devaluation of the currency, imposition or lifting of wage and
price controls .... " These discussions were "... entitled to a very
high order of privilege, since the economic consequences of disclo-.
sure of such discussions could well be as pervasive and momentous
as the disclosure of military secrets.’’~
Marshall thought that was outrageous. Conspiracies, such as the
alleged administration deal to raise milk prices in return for campaign
contributions, might be reasoned privileged.
White did not like what he had seen. The Chief was creating too
much law to dispose of the case. He sat down at his typewriter and
composed another message.
DEAR CHIEF:

I am in the process of considering your draft on executive privilege.
I am reluctant to complicate a difficul.t task or to increase your labors,
of which I am highly appreciative, but I submit the following comments
for your consideration.
First, he said, "I do not object to Potter’s suggestion...’" Then
came the real message. There was too much discussion of executive
privilege and a construction of newly defined power for the courts to
decide these issues. Too little was being made of Rule 17(c). All citizens, Presidents among them, were obligated equally to cooperate in
criminal trials. That was the heart of the case. In this case,
The courts are playing their neutral role of enforcing the law already
provided them, either by rule, statute, or Constitution... I doubt, therefore, that we need discover or fashion any inherent powers in the judiciary to overcome an executive privilege which is not expressly provided
for but which we also fashion today.

He repeated his perennial point that Marbury v. Madison did not
create judicial review; the Constitution did. "I always wince when it
is inferred that the Court created the power..." To underscore his
point, White wrote, "Perhaps none of these matters is of earthshaking
importance, but it is likely that I shall write separately if your draft
becomes the opinion of the Court." (Emphasis added.)
As the latest wave of memos arrived at his desk, Burger saw that
large accommodations would be necessary. He decided first to add
four long paragraphs at the front end of the privilege section, incorporating Stewart’s suggestion. Marbury v. Madison (despite White’s
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was cited at the beginning and the end--"It is emphatically
the province and duty of the judicial department to say what the law
~i" It was rather obvious, but if Stewart, Brennan and Marshall
important, so be it.
Now for White. White’s multiple memos on one subject were clear.
1~ was what concerned him. The Chief took his own 17(c)
, cast it aside~ rearranged some of the paragraphs in White’s
and incorporated it almost verbatim. Keeping only
of his own sentences on the admissibility of recorded conversations and one Of his own footnotes, the Chief dropped only one of
te’s sentences, one that he deemed redundant, given what would
the executive privilege section. Several of White’s footnotes
as unnecessary. The Chief was now certain that each of
s major points was included in some form. White would have
White neutralized, and the others accommodated on
the Marbury v. Madison issue, the Chief decided to phone Nantucket
talk to Brennan.
Brennan was surprised to get the call.
Burger said the entire opinion would be circulated in draft form by
weekend; sufficient revisions had been made to meet White’s
objections. He was hopeful that the opinion might come down by the
next Wednesday. It would be helpful if Brennan could return to Washington by Monday to help. finish work.
Brennan agreed and hung up. He was both pleased and disappointed. At last there would be a complete draft from which to work.
But Brennan did not see how White could have been so easily accommodated. He also thought the Chief did not yet understand how profound were the disagreements. White’s draft represented a fullfledged renewal of his debate with Powell over the standards applicable to a presidential subpoena. Skeptical, Brennan made arrangements to return to V~ashington.
The Chief also talked to Douglas in Goose Prairie. He told him his
timetable. He said he was thinking of using White’s 17(c), but only if
Douglas approved. Many of Douglas’s thoughts had also been used,
the Chief said. His memo had been invaluable.
Douglas encouraged the Chief again. Then he called his chambers
and had a memo sent to the Chief and to the conference declaring
simply that White’s 17(c) section "is O.K. with me."
The Chief spent the next day, Friday, July 19, in his chambers,
working with his clerks to pull"the opinion together for the first time.
Though he tried to incorporate any reasonable suggestion from the
memos of the otherJustices, the Chief still had to modify the language
in several of the memos. Powell’s proposal that the courts show "solicitous concern" was changed to "great deference."
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Brennan’s repeated invitation to the White House to .withhold
national security material as privileged was also altered.
In the last ten days the Chief had tried to accommodate nearly all
the others. He used some of Powell’s language on the importance ofconfidentiality, and the need for deference and restraint by the courts.
He simply incorporated Stewart’s Marbury v. Madison section. He
inserted almost verbatim White’s section on Rule 17(c). He picked up
some ideas from Douglas, particularly his appealability section, He
used some of Brennan’s standing section. And he tried to accommo,
date Marshall’s objection to two footnotes: one was deleted completely, the other was modified,
That left Blackmun. The Chief used large parts of his statement of
the facts. What difference did it make anyway? When he took his
completed draft to Blackmun, he told him that no one had seen it yet,
Before he circulated it, he wanted the benefit of his friend’s editing
skills.
Blackmun agreed happily.
It was a small price to pay. Burger had endured Blackmun’s nit-picking before and would again. Most probably Blaekmun’s suggestions
would be small and meaningless. It was not likely that he
conceptual changes.
Blackmun made a few stylistic suggestions and corrected some
grammar and spelling errors before he returned the draft with :hi
approval.
~:,
The next morning, Saturday, July 20, The New York Times
a front-page story on the tapes case: "The Supreme Couff may
unable or unwilling to hand down a decision in the Nixon tapes
until after the House Judiciary Committee has voted late next
whether to recommend the impeachment of President Nixom::
The story, citing unnamed sources, said that six Justices had
fively held against Nixon but that the Chief joined by Blaekmun ’.
writing a dissent that was delaying the announcement of the
The Chief wasin his chambers early Saturday. He.was in
lent mood. He read over.the draft one last time and was
work. Though the others had tried to pick the opinion to death,
solid, complete, straightforward and well reasoned. The rest ~
had gone over every word he had written, demanding changes,
they had essentially acceded to what he felt sure would be the m~
important part of the case--the part with the most far-reaching
cations. The key sentence was still there, "The protection of the
fidentiality Of presidential communications has,
underpinnings." Nixon was going to lose the case, but the larger prin~
ciple he claimed to be fighting to protect would be upheld.
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The Chief finally sent the draft down tO the printer. With nothing
more to do, he proposed that his clerks join him for lunch. One could
go because out-of-town friends had stopped by his house. The
F offered to drive him home before he went off to lunch with hi~
’ clerk.
;ince the chauffeur was off, the Chief got behind the wheel of a
Court’s car since the beginning of the energy crisis-.headed out of the basement garage. They drove to the clerk’~
dropped him off and then went on to lunch. Afterward,
, would.return to the Court to measure the reactions of the other
The Chief had noticed that some of them were in. de
~Stewart had arrived at the Court that Saturday morning thinkln’~
the first official full draft would come around. When it wa_a
him, he read the twenty-nine pages slowly. As he ha~
the core functions analysis was there, the central part of the
on executive privilege that the Chief had labeled Part C. Stewuneasy. As inelegant as the writing was, something else worried him. The tone was odd, the references somehow stilted, the
citations o£ cases slightly off the mark. Could there be some subtle
meaning beneath the words that he was missing? Could the Chief be
slipping something in to sabotage the opinion? Could he be omitting
something to create a loophole?
Nixon was desperate. Surely he Would look for any ambiguity or
favorable point on which to base a last-ditch defense. He might accept
the Court’s judgment on the law but reinterpret some obscure reference in the opinion. Could there be a bubble of imprecision that
would give the president the "air" he needed?
Stewart realized he might be getting too suspicious or paranoid, but
the simple fact was that he just didn’t trust the Chief, particularly on
this case. He recalleda Sherlock Holmes mystery, The Silver Blaze,
in which.Holmes discovered a clue in something that didn’t exist, a
watchdog that didn’t .bark. By recognizing this seemingly trivial
anomaly, Holmes deduced that the dog’s owner, the apparent victim,
was actually the perpetrator of the crime¯ The notion of the "dog that
didn’t bark" began to haunt Stewart. Was the Chief purposely leaving
unanswered some crucial, but hidden, question? Stewart’s instinct
was to drop as much as possible from the Chiei~s draft and substitute
his own analysis and language. If Stewart could not locate the loopholes, at least he might rem~)ve some of them, if only accidentally, by
putting the argument in his own words. The best way to get the Chief
to adopt changes was to go slov~ly, item by item. Once the Chief
accepted a change, he generally forgot where it had come from and
became ~ertain it had been his idea.
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But now there was not much time. The Chief was talking about an
announcement in four days, and Stewart had not even told Burger his
major complaint about the core function analysis. An early announcement looked impossible. However awkward, there was no choice but
to move astep at a time even if the deadline had to be pushed back.
Stewart could at least count on support from the others who had approved his Version; at.a minimum that included Powell, Brennan, and
Marshall.
Then there was the matter of control. Since Burger had come to the
Court, the major opinions had been the achievbment of the center
coalition. There was no reason that this opinion should be any different. To a great degree it was ~ightfully theirs. The Chief had to be
reminded of this fact of life. It was not the Chief’s Court, or a Nixon
Court.
White had come to the Court unsure of what the day would bring.
Marshall, having missed the previous Saturday, also came to his cham,
hers. After the Chief’s draft had circulated, they stopped by Stewart’s
chambers. Stewart was sitting at his desk in a poi0 shirt. Vvqaite was
still pleased that the Chief had adopted his 1~(c) section. He and
Marshall sat at the left end of the desk, and a small group of clerks
hovered at the front and right side.
They went through the draft line by line. Stewart made his case
against the core functions analysis, restating every argument. White
and Marshall agreed that it would be better tO substitute Stewart’s
simpler alternative. Powell and Brennan also agreed, S
minded them, so they l~ad five votes. There were. other minor prob
lems. President should be capitalized. Then they decided to list
nonnegotiable demands.
The door to Stewart’s inner office was open, and they heard someone come into the outer office. There was a second of silence,
Marshall turned toward the door. "Hi, ~lal , he boomed, ....
Burger hesitated in the doorway. He just wanted to make
everyone had received a copy of the full draft, he. said~ The
he said apologetically, had forgotten to heat the l~ad to set
morning so the draft had been delayed until midday.
It was obvious what Stewart, White and Marshall were doing.
~, It looks good, Stewart said. His hands working furiously, he
up a rubber band, put it in his mouth and began to chew it--an
nervous habit.
White was more direct. He said there were still some
they were trying to isolate the main ones.
Yeah, the Chief responded. He appeared tense, but he was
Well, he said, he was still shooting for a Wednesday ann
He.said goodbye and left.
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The group waited in silence as Burger closed the outer door behind
him.
"Jesus," Marshall said, it’s like getting caught with the goods by the
¢~ops.
Stewart was visibly distressed. This could make the Chief more
In any event, they told each other, the Chiei~s little visit had
i:~nged things. Their small intrigue, or what remained of it, was no
i!~inore. Before the Chief put a more sinister interpretation on the meetng than was warranted, they had to do something, and at once. They
~d~to lay out their demands clearly.
_
~Stewart said maybe they could turn the incident to their advantage.
~he Chiet~s discovery had given their convocation legitimacy. Burger
,could be expecting them to come to him with suggestions. It was
important to find a way to present their demands with the force but
riot the appearance of an ultimatum.
With Stewart orchestrating, they singled out the necessary modifications. It boiled down to some changes in wording and the core
functions problem.
"Well, Potter," White remarked,"I’mgoing home. You go tell him."
Everyone laughed.
"I’m not going by myself," Stewart said to more laughter.
¯ Oh yes, White replied. Stewart was definitely the man for the job.
Given his close relationship with the Chief, he would be most effective.
After some more moments of teasing, White agreed to go with Stewart and Marshall. They walked down the hall to Burger’s office.
The Chief greeted them. They outlined their suggestions.
It all sounds fine with me, the Chief responded, except the elimination of the core functions analysis.
But that was the biggest problem they had, Stewart said.
Well, the Chief replied, he preferred his core functions section, and
he was going to keep it. In fact, this was the part of the opinion that
offered the most explicit reason for why the President had to lose--an
essential core function of the judiciary was pitted against a general
need for confidentiality.
Stewart could see that the Chief was growing increasingly adamant.
Instead of debating it right now, Stewart suggested that perhaps he
should go back to his office and draft an alternative subsection C along
the lines that he and the others had been talking about. He would
have it ready for the ChieFs consideration by Monday.
The Chief had little choice but to agree.- He would l~ok over Stewart’s proposal.
After the three Justices left, the Chief vowed to his clerks that he

~
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would hold his ground. He could see that Stewart was the leader. His
suggestions were the most sweeping and unacceptable; Stewart was
not going to carry it off. No way, the Chief said.
Back in his chambers, Stewart got out his uncirculated version of
the privilege section. Brennan, Marshall and Powell had already approved it.
The fault in the Chief’s reasoning lay in his effort to balance the
President’s interests against those of the courts. On one side, the
Chief put the Article II powers of the President, which he said conrained executive privilege. On the other side of the scale, the Chief
put the Article III power of the courts. Since there was a specific
demonstrated need for evidence in a criminal trial, the weight was on
the Judiciary’s. side of the scale. Burger’s conclusion in this case was
that there was an imbalance. Little or nothing of weight on Nixon’s
side, and great weight on the Court’s.
Stewart was opposed to creating new constitutional concepts such
as core functions, but he had other important problems with this section as well. The definition of executive core functions was toobroad.
and too vague. The term was an open door for a defiant reinterpretation by the President. And the definition of judicial core functions ~was
apologetic. The judicial interest seemed manufactured. The Chief’s
opinion smacked of judicial legislation, as if the Court were conjuring
new constitutional grounds for compelling the production of evidence
as a special indulgence for fellow judges. Burger had dismissed Stewart’s constitutional due process basis for the need for evidence in a
footnote rather than in the text.
Also, Burger’s effort to balance the needs of one branch of the federal government against the interests of another, raised the separation-of-powers question. Since such questions were generally left to
the head of the affected branch rather than the courts, the Chief was
simply asking for trouble.
Perhaps there was an easy way of handling this, Stewart thought.
The Chief had balanced the needs of the President against
the Court. Why not balance them against the Constitution? The Fifth
and Sixth Amendments guaranteed due process and-a fair trial with
all the evidence. Taking some language from the memos of Dou
and White to dev,e.lop a constitutional foundation for a subpoena,
Stewart wrote that ’the needs of due process of law in the fair admin~
istration of Criminal justice" required the evidence. This line of argument would force Nixon to pit his claims against the Bill of Rights, the
commitment to the rule of law, and the concept of due process.
The case came down not just to the question of a subpoena,
courts’ technical requirement, but to the future of the constitutional
system. The Chief’s version missed the central point, dismissing it in
footnote 16. The central feature of Burger’s section, four pages in his
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draft, was two long citations from twenty-year-old civil cases (C. & S.
AirLines v. Waterman Stearnshi19 Corp. and U.S. v. Reynolds). Stew~rt thought the Chief’s draft reflected an obsession with the technical
iadministration of justice and an utter lack of concern about fundamental constitutional questions.
Now that he had his foundation, Stewart began tinkering with both
drafts~ trying to develop an alternative that would change the thrust of
the opinion but least challenge the Chief. He kept the Chief’s first
o paragraphs, and the next long paragraph except for the last sentence, which sai,d, the courts must have sta,,ndards and procedures to
~nsure that the legitimate confidentiality of the executive is preserved. That sentence had originally come from Powell’s pre-argument memo. Stewart then substituted a new line of reasoning for the
~hief’S core functions analysis. He-wrote seven paragraphs in place
of the Chief’s final four, keeping only Burger’s last sentence, which
summarized the decision. Stewart had his clerks come in on Sunday,
July 21, to type the new version, twelve pages, triple-spaced.
¯ Early Monday morning, July 2~, Stewart went over the draft. He
~ satisfied that it gave the tapes subpoena a firm constitutional basis
while giving executive privilege a very limited constitutional status.
He then went to White and Marshall and went over it with them in
detail. They agreed that they w.ould join the Chief only if he accepted
Stewart’s substitute. Afterward, Stewart sent a copy to the Chief. That
still left four Justices out of the picture Douglas, Brennan, Blackmun
and Powell.
Stewart decided to make sure that everyone understood they were
on a one-way street; there was no turning around. He wrote:
IrE: Nixon cases
MEMORANDUM TO: Mr. Justice Douglas
Mr. Justi~ Brennan
Mr. Justice Blackmun
Mr. Justice Powell
Byron, Thurgood, and I were here in the building on Saturday afternoon when the printed draft of the tentative proposed opinion was circulated. After individually going over the circulation, we collected our
joint and several specific suggestions and met with the Chief Justice in
order to convey these suggestions to him.
. . . our joint suggestions were too extensive to be drafted 6n Saturday
afternoon, and I was accordingly delegated to try my hand at a draft over
the weekend. The enclosed ~lraft embodies the views of Byron, Thurgood, and me, and we have submitted it to the Chief Justice this morning.
As of now, Byron, Thurgood, and I are prepared to join the proposed
opinion, if the recasting of [the section] is acceptable to the Chief Justice...
At this late stage it seems essential to me that there be full intramural
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communication in the interest of a cooperative effort, and it is for this
reason that I send you this memorandum bringing you up to date so far as
I am concerned.
P.S.
Copies to: The Chief Justice
Mr. Justice White
Mr. Justice Marshall

"~

P.S./~s you will observe, the enclosed draft borrows generously from the
draft ofth~ Chief Justice hs well as Lewis Powell’s earlier memorandum.

Blackmun was pleased ~o see someone stand up to the Chief. Stewart’s proposal was far superior, if for no other reason than the weight
and authority of the language. Blackmun made it known that he was
now prepared to join if the substitution were m~de.
Powell also found Stewart’s version preferable and gave his tenta,
tive approval. But he was not deluded. Very little had been taken.
from his early memo.
Brennan flew in from Nantucket later that afternoon and read the
proposal, Though he thought it overly generous in its use of the
Chief’s language, there were no apparent major changes from the first
version he had approved, He quickly called Stewart to say that he
agreed strongly that the substitution was essential.
Douglas was scheduled to return from Goose Prairie that aftern~n.
The Chief sent a messenger to the airport to give Douglas a copy of
the full draft he had circulated two days earlier. If Douglas ratified his
version, it could puncture the counterdraft movement. Brennan, how,
ever, made sure that a copy of Stewart’s proposal was also at the
airport. He also took the precaution of sounding out Douglas before
the Chief could get to him. Douglas agreed that the substitution
should be made. That was seven votes, according to Brennan’s count.
The Chief was the only holdout ~o his own opinion.
Burger was exhausted. In addition to closing a Court term and at,
tending his official functions, he had worked for more than two
straight weeks without a day off. Burger felt the others had been
merciless. And Stewart’s memo calling for future "full intramural
communication" was a joke, after the way he had operated behind his
back for weeks. This was all particularly ironic given the
meeting. The Chief didn’t think the little gathering in Stewart’s chambers he had wandered,!nto on Saturday was in the spirit of"full i~tra- ~i i
mural communication. Each of them had taken a section of his draft
and chewed it to bits. If he had written only an eighth Of the opinion,
he too could have fussed over every word and each comma.
But what would the others do? The Chief had talked to some of
them. All, to one degree or another, seemed sympathetic to Stewart’s
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Burger felt he had been sandbagged; he needed time to
his options. He dashed off a quick "Personal" memo to the

Potter’s memo qf July ~2, x974, enclosing a revision of Part "’C’"
prompts meto assure you that I will work on it promptly with the hope to
accommodate those who wish to get away this week.
The two versions can be accommodated and harmonized and, indeed,
not assume it was intended that I cast aside several weeks work and
take this circulation as a total substitute.
I will have a new draft of Part "C" along as soon as possible. I take it
for granted voting will be deferred until the revised opinion is recirculated.

again, Brennan saw, Burger had not even understood the vast
ace between the two approaches. The two simply could not be
~dated and harmonized" as the Chief had proposed. Any
by the Chief to accomplish that would inevitably result in
half-baked, paste-up job.
least the Chief finally perceived that he was up against the wall.
Burger to plead that any vote be deferred meant that they were
some ground.

Burger knew that he faced a tough choice. There.was no "give" in
posture, and Stewart seemed to have lined up all the others.
read through the alternative drafts. They were really two difof saying the same thing; the approaches were different
the bottom line was the same. The President would have to turn
his tapes. Whichever version they used would not make any
difference to history or constitutional law. Burger was sure his version
was better, but the others thought differently. What was the big deal?
It came down to three pages out of a thirty:page opinion. All of them,
living day and night with the case for weeks, had become wrapped up
in each word and phrase. Did the difference have any substance?
Burger could find none. It would all seem silly in a few weeks. But
the Chief knew that making Ooncessions was part of holding the Court
together. The main thing was to get the opinion delivered. He wanted
it unanimous. They were on the final leg. The only thing holding
them up seemed to be this section. Stewart had-left the" first two
paragraphs the same. That was settled. The Chief then took Stewart’s
.next two paragraphs about the rule of law’and compressed them, shiftlng some of the sentences around, dropping others.
Next, Stewart had reduced ,the Chief’s citation of one case to a
passing reference. But, of course, Stewart had dissented in that case.
The Chief decided to restore the full citation (Branzburg v. Hayes).
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Stewart also made only offhand references to the twenty-year-61d
cases the Chief had cited. Burger wanted those back in. He then
switched around and condensed some of the next four Stewart paragraphs-the central basis of Stewart’s argument that due process and
the fair administration of justice required the President’s relevant .evi-

dence.

Burger did not find it particularly’~painful to make the alterations.
Stewart’s, draft didn’t really say anything he would not have written
himself. The core functions approach was just one of several possible
lines of reasoning. Also, he had improv.ed on Stewart’s prose.
Late in the day, Burger had a rough of this amalgamation typed, and
took it to Douglas, who now seemed the most reasonable of his colleagues. Douglas was happy with the new section and told the Chief
it would win quick approval from the others.
Meanwhile Brennan had gone ~o dinner and returned to the Court.
Having initially expressed fairly strong support for the Chief’s privilege section, including the analysis of core functions, he felt guilty
now. Perhaps the Chief didn’t understand that Stewart’s version "was
a necessary improvement. With his clerk, Brennan had begun writing
a detailed letter to the Chief spelling out why Stewart’s constitutionally based approach was better.
Fortified by Douglas’s support, the Chief walked over to Brennan’s
chambers about 9 P.M. Burger was in an effusive mood. The last problem surely was solved. He told Brennan he had revised the "C" ~ection and had just shown it to Douglas, who liked it.
Brennan was alarmed. The first vote for a draft was often the most
important psychologically. Douglas’s vote could make the other six
appear to be the holdouts.
The effort of harmonizing the two versions, the Chief said, had been
very difficult. Stewart’s draft proposal could not be accepted as a
stitute because it was so poorly written.
This remark struck Brennan as almost comic, bu~t he de’cided that
the time was ripe to step forward. He preferred Stewart’s version,
said, and had just drafted a note explaining why. The core functions
argument would not do.
Burger was surprised. That has been dropped in the new
nized version, he said.
What was that? Brennan asked incredulously.
Core functions was dumped, Burger replied.
But of course, Brennan said, that was the dispute.
That, Burger said, was nothing more than "the little word discrep"
ancies" between the two versions,
j
Brennan was skeptical. He asked to see the lat, est ~evision.
Sure, Burger said. They returned to Burger s cfiambers to get a
copy.
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read it quickly. Though Still in rough form, the new veron made no mention whatsoever of core functions. The whole notion
been jettisoned. Even more intriguing, Brennan thought he rec,~ed whole sections, apparently verbatim, from Stewart’s draft.
gh Burger’s new version was not perfect, Brennan thought it
acceptable.
rennan told the Chief he was delighted. Ifthis is it, he would go
my compromise, the Chief said.
~nnan bid him a very pleasant goodnight and walked out, He
the draft to make sure there were no hidden meanings, and he
it carefully with Stewart’s. He did not want to rush to accept
g the others would oppose; it had been~ after all, his initial
of the Chief on the core functions argument that had
down the efforts to win concessions from Burger.
Brennan went to see Douglas. Was he right? It seemed like a capitby the Chief.
Douglas agreed.
Brennan was amazed. There were nine paragraphs in the section,
of them long. Only two, the introductory and least important
paragraphs, were from the original. The other seven were from Stewart’s draft. More than three quarters of the language was Stewart’s.
Most importantly, the basis was due process and not core functions.
And all four’ footnotes in the section were Stewart’s.
Brennan and Douglas decided that Brennan should phone the others that night. Brennan called Stewart first to tell him of the victory.
Stewart was dubious.
Brennan read every word of that section of the modified draft to
Stewa~.
If that was it, Stewart agreed, the Chief had caved in. Of course, he
would join.
Unable to contain his enthusiasm, Brennan phoned White, then
Marshall and ~nally Blackmun. It was a victory both in principle and
for their strategy. They all three agreed that they could join if it turned
out to be final.
Brennan could not reach Powell by telephone, but-he conveyed the
Outcome of the calls to Douglas, who phoned the Chief to suggest a
conference the next day in order to ensure that they were all on track.
The Chief agreed. His coalition was building.
By lO A.M. the next morning, Tuesday, July ~3, the Chief had forrnally circulated his revised section C as seven double-spaced pages.
- Brennan read over Burger’s cover memo. "As I view this revised
Section ’C,’ it does not differ in substance from the original circulation." Incredible, Brennan thought. Was it a face-saving rationalization, Or did the Chief not comprehend what had been forced on him?
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Stewart went over the new draft line by line, word by word, to’6~ake
¯ sure that nothing had been slipped in from the night before. His own
language had been clearer and more forceful, more eloquent, but
enough language and basics were there. They had beaten the Chief
this time.
The Chief followed with a memo~ saying there would be a conference at 1:3o. At 1:25, the conference bell rang. The tension was more
pronounced than ever. Various pieces of the opinion draft ha~ been
okayed, but this was really their first look at the whole. It was now
virtually impossible to trace the turns and twists the opinion had
taken: ideas articulated by Douglas and Powell, modified by Brennan,
quickly sketched by the Chief; a section substituted by White; a footnote dropped for Marshall; Blackmun’s facts embroidered over the
Chief’s; Stewart’s constant tinkering and his ultimatum. Still hanging
over them all was the possibility that the President of the United
States might ignore them.
Since the printed draft was not yet ready, they sat down and made
sure that each had a complete typed draft. They discussed a few minor
changes. All seemed to agree that they could join the Chief’s opir~ion.
The eight Justices were exhausted. Summer was slipping away:
As they. proceeded, the tensions were replaced by a slightl~ selfconscious notetaking, as if they were preparing for some fu~,ther drafts~
Douglas, just back from Goose Prairie, suddenly spoke up from his
end of the table. There were too many changes that he had not seen
or approved. The opinion had drifted in too many directions. Many
elements were not derived from their original conference discussion~
or from the Chief’s initial work. If all these changes were left in;
Douglas said, he would file a separate opinion, a concurrence. ¯
Brennan felt helpless. It had been settled, but now, as in hundreds
of cases Over the years, Douglas was going to do his own thing. Befor~
Brennan could say anything, Powell said that he too was considering
a separate opinion. Through many small subtle changes, the Chief’s
opinion had shifted from the middle course he thought they had
agreed upon. The notion of deference to presidential confidentialityi
and the need for a higher standard to be applied for subpoenas to an
incumbent President, had not been given real consideration in the
opinion. They were ruling that any grand jury could ~ubpoena material from the President in a criminal investigation. That was too
sweeping. They could, and they should, rule more narrowly, fitting
the circumstances to this unique case. Their job was, in part~ to ensure
that the presidency and the chief executive’s decision making were
protected from unwarranted intrusions. This opinion failed to do so,
The room erupted. The tentative unanimity that had prevailed only
a few minutes before had evaporated.
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White was sitting quietly for the moment, but Brennan thought he
probably be next. A separate opinion by Powell would likely
off and compel him to respond.
made an impassioned plea for unanimity. Everyone had
with the opinion, he said. He too had problems. But it was
)romise document and it was essential both to the Court and to
ttion. They might not be able to imagine what was at stake in
nor could they predict the .consequences of their action. The
must speak with one voice. He turned to Powell and Douglas.
" is fine, he pleaded¯ Please let it go, he beseeched them.
betrayed no hint of his real feelings--that, had the opinion
in the hands of a more capable man, this would never have
But he made as strong an entreaty as he had ever made at
Chief watched, happy to have Brennan’s support for his opinFrom the Chief’s perspective, Powell was acting like a spoiled
Powell listened to Brennan’s appeal, he could see that, like the
Brennan was overwrought and frantic. Brennan spoke with a
’ tremo~ in his voice. He was not expressing an ordinary argument, but
a conviction. Powell had a nearly inflexible rule: If at all possible,
never let a separate opinion or concurrence jeopardize personal relations. Brennan might be right. The need for one voice possibly outweighed the need to precisely state and limit the opinion. Certainly
it was not an outrageous opinion. The corporate product was bland
enough; and it would not be an embarrassment. Powell might have
fought Brennan alone, but Brennan had support. Most significantly he
had the Chief’s.
Okay, Powell said, he would go along. He withdrew his threat graciously. He would accede to the majority.
Douglas also backed off, and the room itself seemed to cool.
Powell had another suggestion¯ The formal announcement should
be delayed for at least five days. In that way the opinion would come
down after the House Judiciary Committee was scheduled to begin
its formal vote on impeachment¯ It was uncertain whether the Comnaittee would vote to impeach, but Powell worried that the Court
decision ’would hand the pro-Nixon Republicans a strong argument
for delaying any vote until they had obtained the additional, tapes. It
would take months for the tapes to make their way from Judge Sirica’s
courtroom to the Committee members. Those opposed to impeaching
could make the point that without the tapes they would be now authorized to have the Committee would be acting prematurely in judging
Nixon.
Brennan, Stewart and Douglas pounced hard on Powell. Many of
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the Court’s decisions, perhaps all of them, had political repercussions
of one kind or another. In the past they had always rejected suggestions that they delay cases for political reasons, they told Powell. The
Court could not, it must not, ever get in the business of selecting.
which secondary effects it preferred and adjust its timetable to suit
them.
Brennan was astonished that Pow~ll could express such a political
motive, even though it seemed contrary to the interests of the man
who had appointed him. Brennan actually believed that no matter
what the Judiciary Committee did, delaying the decision would play
into Nixon’s strategy of delay.
Powell’s suggestion was dropped as quickly as it h~d come up.
There was nothing left to debate except a few technical matters. Since
they had not decided the grand jury question--whether an incumbent
President could be named an unindicted coconspirator--they would
dismiss that issue in a footnote, as one improvidently granted--that
is, "DIGGED."
Still the conference dragged on. The case was so important that the
Justices kept going over the same ground, repeating themselves. It
could not be as simple as it now seemed. They finally adjourned until
the Chief’s printed opinion was ready.
It came around to all the chambers at 5:30 P.M.
Stewart checked to make sure that all his changes had been re,
tained. Stylistic and other minor changes were phoned in to the Chief.
Another conference was not needed.
The Chief took the final vote. It was 8 to o---unanimous for hi~
opinion.
Burger ordered a press release saying only that the Court would
convene the next morning at some time between lo and 11 A.M.
That evening Douglas decided to have a get-acquainted meeting
with the new clerks he had hired ’for the next term.
He sent his messenger, Harry Datcher, to get theclerks,
barely knew. "He wants you guys to come in for drinks," Datcher
the three young attorneys, Datcher got the liquor and the glasses, and
brought them into Douglas’s office.
Douglas had an ap6ritif wine. It was about all he could drink;
had an allergic reaction to other liquors. The’Nixon case would be
coming down tomorrow, he told them. Nixon had lost, 8 to o,
One of the clerks wondered about the latest draft of Douglas’s opin~
ion, which they had seen.
"It seems a good idea to have only one opinion and have the Chief
do it," Douglas replied. The President was not special. The matter
was a straight criminal subpoena case. Everyone had privacy inter-
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ts, but the President had no greater privacy interests than anyone
else.

Douglas sipped his wine. There was no gloating, but the fact that
had invited the clerks for a drink made it clear that he was very
The next morning, July 24, the Court convened at 11 A.M. Rehnquist
not present. Once on the bench, the Chief took a few moments to
tribute to Earl Warren, since there had been no meeting of the
his death two weeks before. Then Burger announced the
case and began reading a summary of its major points in his best, most
A silent, unanimous Court sat on either side of him.
Finally it was over, and the reporters raced from the courtroom.
who had fallen into a depression and had talked privately
gning as Special Prosecutor, emerged from the Court to cheers
applause. "If I had to write it myself," he said, "I couldn’t have
written it any better."
After leaving the bench, the Chief took two copies of his work and
wrote on each, "With thanks for long hours together, Warren E.
Burger." He handed them to his two clerks. "Thanks again," he said.
, Stewart told his clerks that the Chief’s initial draft of the decision
would have got a grade of D in law school. It had been raised to a B.
’ In San Clemente, California, President Nixon picked up his bedside phone. His Chief of Staff, Alexander M. Haig, told him that the
Supreme Court decision had just come down. Nixon had seriously
contemplated not complying if he lost, or merely turning over excerpts of the tapes or edited transcripts. He had counted on there
being some exception for national-security matters, and at least one
dissent. He had hoped there would be some "air" in the opinion.
"Unanimous?" Nixon guessed.
"Unanimous," Haig said. "There is no air in it at all."
"’None at all?" Nixon asked.
"It’s tight as a drum." *
After a few hours spent complaining to his aides about the Court
and ~e Justices, Nixon decided that he had no choice but to comply.
Seventeen days later, he resigned.
* See RN: The Memoirs of Richard Nixon, pp. lo5x-5~.

